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Pcicr Wertheim is a Lecturer in the Depart-
ment of Philosophy and a leading protagonist 
of social change on campus. 
Mr. Wertheim sees the centre of his own 
thought as Christian; therefore in his 
crilidsm of society he takes a Christian view 
of what human society can be like and ought 
to do. 
While Christianity remains the keystone of 
his thought, his thinking is anti-ideological 
in the sense that il is anti any closed 
ideology whether this ideology be* for 
example, a Christian or Marxist one. This 
can be both a strength and a weakness. For 
example, his failure to adopt Marxist 
thought helps him to avoid the pitfalls 
inherent in this view of society if this view 
is adopted as a closed ideology; while it 
could also lead him to underestimate the 
relevance of central stands in Marxism. 
Thinkers who have had most significance 
for him apart from the Christian gospel are 
John Stuart Mill (especially his view of 
democracy), early Greek ideas on democracy 
and Albert Camus whose anti-ideology and 
profound humanism— setting people above 
systems—connects with a strand in his own 
thinking. He has also been considerably 
influenced by socialist thought througji 
works Ukc G. D. H. Cole's History of 
Socialist Thought. 
Mr. Wertheim believes that Australia is 
spiritually a debilitated country, and that 
what is needed is a spiritual regeneration of 
Australian man. People need to know the 
facts about inequality, authoritarianism, and 
the unfree characteristics of our national 
life. If our national Hfc is to be regenerated, 
including the regeneration and development 
of Australian democracy, movements must 
exist in the society of people who arc living 
Ufe with quite different values and goals 
from the existing goals of the majority of 
Australians. These movements would 
confront the Australian people and their 
political and social constitutions—not 
necessarily violently—with facts about 
such institutions and political structures. 
They would also confront the predominant 
AustraUan style of Ufe. What is occurring in 
the University, and in Australian political 
life, is a kind of CTecping extension of 
autocracy, inequality and authoritarianism 
which has the effect of stilling further the 
creative capacities of citizens and is eroding 
all the lime the extent of freedom in this 
country. 
Q. Wliat i& your relatioastiip' with/CStahlished 
Badical groups, e.g. the Labour Club, S.D.A.? 
A. As regards S.D.A,, I have, I believe, been 
associated «ith it from the time it got underway in 
any developed form on the campus. 
Q. What to you is the meaning of "radical"? 
A. This is a difficult question. I think I would 
say a radical is a person who tries to go to the root 
of any problem. Under this definition wc can have 
radicals of the right or Jcft. For example, you 
could get a political conservative who is radical 
on education and you could get o "leftist" who is 
reactionary in education. 
Q. tVhat do you as a Radical beh'eve is wrong 
with society and whot changes do you wish to see 
made? 
A. That is a big question. I think it is now quite 
evident to any serious person that there arc many 
things deeply wrong with our Australian society. 
For example, Australia contains gross, and I think 
growing, inequaUtics of wealth and power. Wc 
know thai there are somewhere between 500,000 
and 100,000 people living in poverty or close to It. 
Wc know there is marked inequality in education. 
We also know that the average citizen has very little 
say in the decisions that affect his life either in his 
work, in his local government or in the State and 
national government. We know that our social and 
political institutions are marked by authoritarian-
ism and palcmalism, that very few people in our 
society care deeply about freedom and democracy, 
and tliat the prevailing atmosphere throughout 
Australia, including in the Universities, is one of 
complacent conformism. 
This question demands a whole book. I have 
written a paper available on campus called Attt-
traiia and the Crisis in Western Democracy which 
tries to set out a bit more fully the major weakness 
in Western democracies and which makes some 
suggestions on how these may be overcome. What 
is alarming in Australia is the ignorance, indif-
ference and complacency of people towards Ihis 
situation—unforttuiaiely one finds these same 
altitudes amongst the great bulk of Umvcrsity 
staff both towards the need for reform in society 
and in the University. 
Q, Is the use of demonstrations, legal or other-
wise, effective in achieving your desired aims? 
Would you use them in every/many/most cases? 
A. The answer lo this is yes and no. I do believe 
that demonstrations have been and can be helpful 
in achieving the ends we want. Whether a particular 
demonstration will be useful depends on the issue 
and the particular circumstances. 
Q. What about the use of violent dcmon-
strations? 
A. Wc need some disttncuons here. Any peaceful 
demonstration may lead to violence by non-
demonstrators—police, etc. This is always a 
possibility and must be faced. In particular cases 
il may well be that one knows there could be 
violence and still the demonstration should go on. 
In many cases non-violcut demonstrations that 
breach laws are clearly justified—for example, 
where the evils are great and/or where there is 
continuing intransigence on the part of the 
suthoritics. Personally I am committed, at present, 
to the Martin Luther King type of non-violent civil 
disobedience. However, where the evils are great 
enough I will not cut myself off from those who 
bcUeve that violence is necessary. Cases here would 
be the kind of situation faced in parts of South 
America, the U.S., South Africa, some Iron 
Curtain Countries and the Soviet Union. 
A further point alKiut violence is lhat there arc 
various forms of violence, e.g. violence against 
laws, violence against property, violence against 
persons. These distinctions arc important. For 
example, il seems to me in ports of the U.S. that 
it would be quite legitimate morally for Negroes 
and others lo consider acts of violence against 
property. Such acts would be designed to bring 
home to citizens that property is not sacred, 
especially when property comes to be institutionally 
valued above persons. I hope to produce a more 
extensive work on methods of change within our 
democracies and this will include detailed discus-
sion on the place of non-violent and violent 
methods. 
Q. How successful do you think these violent 
demonstrations would be in achieving their aims? 
A. This again is a complex matter. In some cir-
cumstances peaceful demonstrations that give rise 
to police violence can do a great deal in achlevhig 
the aims of a movement. 
An excellent example here was the 1967 Student 
March on Civil Liberties in Brisbane. In my view 
thai March achieved an eflormous amount for the 
radical movement in Queensland, It opened up for 
debate in the community at large questions that 
bad been long neglected and pricked the conscience 
of many ritizens. 
Q. What, to you, do es the term "new left" mean? 
A. As a preliminary point I don't think the terms 
"left" and "right" are very useful anymore—or 
tit least not at the moment. I would prefer to refer 
to the radical movement. This movement contains 
$amc people of the traditional left but some of the 
traditional left are opposed lo the new radicalism. 
Take the French case. The French Communist 
parly savagely attacked the student radicals who 
sparked off the 1968 French Revolution. 
Q, Are you ever depressed by conservatism and 
mass ignorance of the facts about our society? Are 
you depressed by the lack of interest In social 
questions? 
A. Yes, from time to time I am. The lolof anyone 
seeking lo reform sodety or change it radically is 
often difficult. I think the Australian community at 
large, including the great hulk of University people, 
are ignorant of many facts about our sodety that 
they should not be ignorant of—facts concerning 
injustice, uiequaliiy, etc. 
This ignorance, complacency and lack of concern 
is very prevalent in Queensland both on and off 
campus. It does deeply depress me from time lo 
time and this kind of depression can constitute a 
danger to radicals. It is hard to keep on pressing 
for reform in the face of these attitudes espedally 
if the reformists and radicals are also being abused. 
It is easy to become embittered by this kind of thing 
and this can turn into self-rightcousocss and/or 
an tmdue degree of hostility towards the present 
structures and the persons whohavepowcrinthem. 
I think that one of the best ways radicals have of 
defending themselves against these dangers is to 
work in a community of people who care about 
sodety, who care about the some kind of goals and 
who care about one another as persons. This kind of 
community can save one from becoming 
embittered. It con help confirm one's faith in man 
and in the possibilities open to him for achieving a 
deeper and more human form of sodety. 
Q. Why do you think along Socialist lines? And 
why left? 
A. In answering another interviewer I said there 
were two or three strands in my thinking. Firstly, a 
central strand is that of the Gospels. As a Christian 
what I take to be crucial in the Gospels is central to 
my thought about society. 
While I don't believe that the Gospel message is 
prindpally a political message, it has, nevertheless, 
a profound impact on the poUtical order. Let me 
give a couple of examples of what I mean. I think 
Christians shoiJd preach, in reason and out of 
reason, in all sodeties, the goals of justice and 
equality amongst men. To be more than empty 
words Christians must work for these goals in 
particular societies and they must expose and 
oppose any facts about their own sodeties that cut 
across these ideals. In Australia there are many 
such facts that &y in the face of justice and equality, 
Secondly, I believe the Gospel preaches a pro-
found communalism which is in radical conflict 
with a kind of dehumanizing individualism that 
runs strongly through our national life. 
The other influences on me tie in with the above. 
I have been influenced by democratic sodalist 
thought which, in my view, ties in with the above 
points. The Sodalism I am interested in makes 
justice, equality, freedom and commimily central 
goals of the good sodety. 
Q. Do you Ihink the University needs reform? 
If so in what ways? 
A. 1 do think the University needs radical 
reform. I can only suggest a few things here. The 
radical movement hopes to produce a compre-
hensive doctunent to submit lo the recently 
appomted Senate Cootmitlce. Let me jusl give a 
few examples of the kind of reforms I believe are 
needed. Needless to say we need more communal 
discussion before the best form the changes should 
lake will emerge. The Senate needs to be controlled 
by staff and students with a couple of govenmieni 
members and one or two members elected from 
the general public. The Senate's meetings and 
delil>erations need to be open to the public. The 
Professorial Board needs to be eliminated and 
replaced by some sort of Board with members 
drawn from the various Faculty Boards. These 
persons should be elected and should contain only 
a minority of professors. This new Board should 
contain studcnl representatives. 
The Facidty Boards need student representatives 
in substantiiU numbers and they need to devise 
ways of enabling central and important issues lo be 
derided by Faculty. At present many Faculty meet-
ings are taken up with trivia while substantial 
issues are pigeon-holed. Departmental structures. 
We need to eliminate the present power of profes-
sors. No permanent department heads should be 
appointed, A Chairman of the department should 
be appointed each year by vote of all department 
members. Any tncmber of a department of lecturer 
and above (subject perhaps to a provision that 
he/she has spent say three years in the University 
if it is a first appointment) should be eligible to be 
elected head of the department. 
AU important dcdsions in the department should 
be taken after proper discussion by vote of depart-
mental members plus student representatives who 
should attend a range of departmental meetings by 
right. The above suggestions all relate to forms of 
organization but it will be seen, I hope, how they 
open up other substantial questions. For example, 
il will follow from the above suggestions that 
students should take part in dcdsions on the content 
of courses to be offered as well as what courses 
are offered. 
This brings me to the need for radical reform in 
the content of University courses. Again, I can 
only outline a few suggestions. It stems dear to me 
lhat we need to consider having the standard Arts 
course made four years in length. Coupled with 
this, we need to switch over lo some kind of unit 
system. This would enable something like the 
following to take place. In the first two years 
studenls could do about fourteen units. This would 
mean that they would have some real opportunity 
of finding out what they were interested in. As it is 
now, studenls have very little real choice about 
what they do. GeneraUy we need a complete 
reappraisal of what university courses are for, what 
Iheir content should be, what we hope to achieve 
and what teaching methods are appropriate. To 
reach any darity on this cluster of issues we need 
much more communal discussions. 
Peter Wertheim. 
AUSTRALIAN N.L.F. MISSION DEMANDS 
DIPLOMATIC RECOGNITION. 
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Since 1967, groups of students, morally 
repulsed by the Vietnam War, have research-
ed the nature of the National Liberation 
From of South Vicinam in an attempt to 
clarify the contradictory reports of the war 
which have reached the West via the mass 
media. With growing knowledge has come a 
growing political awareness which has 
brought us to what we consider the crux of 
the matter—the military-industrial complex 
of the United States which perpetuates the 
economic imperialism of the United Slates 
and its exploitation of Third World 
Countries. 
Wc, in Western 
S o c i e t y now live partially off the labour of 
the Third World workers. "The proletariat 
has become the Third World, and the 
bourgeoisie is white western society". 
We have also • concluded that the mere 
historic existence of national boundaries 
can no longer determine on what side of an 
issue such as Vietnam we will take our 
stance. The Australian Government has 
embarked on a war of attrition against the 
people of Vietnam because the Vietnamese 
decided ihey would be exploited no longer. 
Because wc feel that morally and politically 
CO ,r-j=: 
the people of the Third World and especially 
the National Liberation Front of South 
Vietnam are correct in their fight against the 
imperialism of the Western Capitalists we 
choose to identify with these people and, if 
'. necessary, many of us will fight with them. 
Tlie National Liberation Front of South 
Vietnam was formed in opposition to the 
repressive regime of Ngo Dinh Diem who 
was backed by substantial U.S. capital. 
Founded in 1960, it has always been 
a mtionaUat organisatloi^ 
The president of its 
Central Committee is a Saigon lawyer, 
Nguyen Huu Tho and it represents the 
evidence range of Vietnamese organizations 
including Roman Catholics. E.g. Joseh 
Marie Ho Hue Ba, a Catholic Priest on the 
N.L.F. Central Committee, In a nation 
of poverty-stricken peasants crying out for 
national self-determination the moderate 
programme of the Front soon had the 
support of four-fifths of South Vicinam 
Its programme, which 
we support, is sununarized by its four major 
aims. 
"L To unite the entire people for the fight 
against U.S. aggression. 
2. To build an independent, demo-
cratic, peaceful, ncuiral and prosper-
ous South Vietnam. 
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3. To restore normal relations between 
North and South Vietnam and to 
proceed towards the peaceful reunifi-
cation of the Fatherland. 
4. To apply a foreign policy of peace and 
neutrality". 
Such an organization fighting for 
national liberation from foreigners and 
native quislings is akin to the famous French 
Maquis and carries with it the hopes of the 
oppressed peoples of AFRICA, LATIN 
AMERICA AND SOUTH-EAST ASIA. 
In view of the Australian Government's 
involvement in Vietnam wc could remain 
inactive no longer. Ashamed of the crimes 
committed in our name by the Governmem, 
we wrote to the N.L.F. ofTcring to set up a 
volunteer organization in Australia to 
actively support them. Since the National 
Service Act forces us to choose sides we have 
chosen the side of ihe National Liberation 
Front of South Vietnam and other people 
among "The Wretched of the l-arth". 
NOW W m i OFFICIAL RKCOGNITION 
AND AUTHORIZAriON FRO.M TMH 
S.VJ^.N.F.L. VIA THKIR H.ANOl MIS-
SION WH WILL I'ROCFI-I) TO Sl-T UI' A 
VOLUNTHFR RHGIMFNTONTHH FOL-
LOWING LINF.S: 
1. OUR PRIMARY ROLF IS TO 
HNLISr VOLUNTHHRS TO HI-LP Rli-
iu;iLi) vn•:"l^ 'AM WHHN, NOT IF, THI-
N.L.F. DFFHAT U.S. IMPERIALISM. 
SINCE MANY OF 'LUFIR CAORHS WILL 
HAVE DIED, THE NEED FOR SPECIAL-
IS TS WILL HI- GREAT. 
(a) WE CALL FOR S'1T;DEN TS, 
GRADU.VIES AND SKILLED LABOUR-
ERS TO ENLIST, FIELDS IN PARTICL!-
LAR DE.V1AND WILL BE: 
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE 
ENGINEERING 
VETERINARY SCIF:NCE 
MEDICINE 
ECONOMISTS 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
(b) BESIDES REBL!ILDING WHAT 
OUR GOVERNMENT HAS CHOSEN TO 
DI'ISTROY WE PROPOSE TO ASSIST IN 
'THE PEACEFUL REUNIFICATION OF 
VIETNAM. THUS WHILE WE ATONE 
FOR THE VIOLENT PHYSICAL CRIMES 
AGAINST THE V1E'I"NAMESE PEOPLE 
WE WILL ALSO ATTEMPT TO ATONE 
FOR THE GROSS CULTURAL AND 
HISTORICAL CRIMES AS WELL. 
2. IT IS NOT -THIS REGIMENTS 
POSITION TO ACTIVELY PARllCl-
PATE IN THE MILITARY WAR, nVT 
WE WILL CONTINUE TO ORGANIZE 
SUPPORT FOR THE N.L.F. AND TO 
ACTIVELY OPPOSE CONSCRIPTION 
FOR THE WAR. 
3. OUR FIRST ACT AS THE. AUS-
TRALIAN MISSION IS TO CALL ON 
THE AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT TO 
SET UP IMMEDIATELY A NATIONAL 
SCHOOL OF VUrmAM STODIES TO 
INCLUDE A VIE'mA.MHSE LANGUAGE 
COURSE AS WELL AS HISTORICAL 
AND CULTURAL STUDIES. THIS WILL 
FACILITATE THE JOBS IN VIE'lTJAM 
THAT OUR MEMBERS WILL BE RE-
QUIRED TO UNDERTAKE. 
4. SECONDLY WE CALL FOR FULL 
DIPLOMATIC RECOGNITION OF" OUR 
POSITION BY THE AUS'TRALIAN GOV-
ERNMENT. IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT 
THEY WILL SHOW THEIR BONA FIDES 
ON THE QUESTION OF AN END TO 
THE WAR BY PROVIDING US WITH 
GOVERNMENT OFFICF.S FROM 
WHICH TO OPERATE. 
5. FINALLY, WE DEMAND THAT 
CONSCRIPTED nVENlT-YEAR-OLDS 
BE PROVIDED WITH THE ALTl-RNA-
nVE OF SERVING WITH OUR MIS-
SION. WE DO THIS SINCE NO WAR HAS 
BEEN DECLARED THUS LEAVING 
THIS ALTERNATIVE OPEN. 
All people who are interested in joining 
the thirty-three Australians already 
enlisted should write to P.O. Box 77, Bris-
bane University, notifying us tif relevant 
personal details and particular tvclds iw 
which you arc qualified. 
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Lv lk•^ I* !hc I.lit th.i: [he 1'ii'Nlntcti.m (Ijuii^ii lOuM jpju"\fi>l 
V.C \ Li.j.il Iti.tiiJi .Kiiut) lit .itk-inpiitii; In iiiiiLiii.t.iU- jri.l ihrcitc-ii 
lut.nh*.!-- •'! Thi- i"iii:ri.i;.i:inn ^.tthm ih. WJIM.A ^'>.'.'('I./«. .uul wli,it 
IS ^.iii iT..>Ti- !i!i|>i>ii,iiir fj'i, thtv Li.l c:\u Jv>ti,- ,th\tfi\tit: I h.iu-
lu-.i:<t • I J i u i . l l k!i^.i;^!ittr. hilt rii.tki)m u s e o l '^(.itc t \ t ! k c In 
*'iitn:,i II Mii.kks i'\ llu- S|*.imOi truiiiivitu'ii 'Ihc viuc>(ioii th.ir 
'V-w .11.^ vv IS. .li.i (hf iliiiiJi ^iflui.!!'. .ck ilk S|n'ii.i! Hnituh rn hi-
j'KN^r.t. .r •liJ t!iv'\ ^nfiii. of ilkii imii.k..nrJ' 11 thfv Jkl timic nl 
'I •• ouii \i>Iiii' fl ?;>»« .It.I i lk\ knov\ uh.ii «.)•• t«» li.ir|H-nr Uul 
.litiish t>Ili.i.iU kiioA Ihcv Mctt; tiku'r tlul ihcv uvi'v*^cr \\ 
it.\ i1i>! ik^ i .ip;'i*'*i-. vs|i\ no Ni.iiiiiudi .ilmui II .Mn .Ills la-.c. il is 
| : . i : . ! .^ I J K . . ^ lh..l .1 U u i u l i wl l l i l l Is 111 l l k p l .HCss nf hlcssldU l i l t 
s ' . u s . i l i i i k s . n n i ; M t u v i .i[l\ s^iii('.Vs .iSi.ut j:cltU))i i h c sf.ik-
1 ^ h -^. U' kv^v -^uUt U'-. ,\ \^n-.lv.^ lu KUnonshu-^ i sun^i^*: Tht 
.i:.iTiti ^ivt.s iini>> i..ks.tt v^h.i: i s i i i>d\ , .mj IJH' sutc tii iciiirn 
ci.v- iiti!.* ilii.- kfiiikh c-iilidi.t; |-n>tc>.iioii ViV init;lit rmic ili.it 
. t , : . . , f : , 0 I . ; .1 i . l . . .liUi-iH.: l , * l i J . i , , ( » , . J , M I 
t-r.iiiii \".unlk-sc 
I U- I .1ii^>i 
I'nuuMU "I i>ik-i-i:slJ!i,l I'niiiji 
St i \u(.; H'r-; 
l i c i t Ml 
.Si-hii: v*icks .i^n rhc tljiK priss .iniuMilKctl tlut the Senate nl the 
I 'cuicrsiU <>l Ou^'cthl.m,! )\.kA .ippmvtJ measures t*i Kivc MiiJeiits 
iin>ie sjv in ilic uuiiiiti^ol the ujtiu-iMt\ 
Kvpt'ilcil /Vu .-holM/j.i'r "All NC I^mils nt ihc uniccT<tity uiiuli) 
luu- .1 vi\ 111 the iippnituiiKiil nJ .i IK'H \ k c ch.inLclKtr . . . 'llie 
ili.^ is;4>t) IS TCj;.ifi1evl as J nu'i'i hfcikthrnunh ui stiklcii(-.ul[nillis-
Ii.iri4<n ci-'.:ittnii'> Il hjs no pji-Uld ji jn AiistMh.in uruii.TMIv. 
hut ihc pre^CLkm ujs vti ;ii I eti!s (jmcivKv in Hat;iin IJVI 
Is this tcillv Sikh .1 hi>; ile.i:- Aiul is :i JU ilj.it miulern? 
("oiisi.ler th.ii rn i^ Ncjrs 4fit\ students m M k-.ist s*')nc liiculiies M 
vntuc vauvcisitu's hjkl HU'te i.Mmi**l nvet \\\'c i\\y^'<\w\wc\\\ i.\\\i 
wnploMiieiii **t M.ill lluii luppeitN in Aus:t.ili.i u>il.iv. I'nr tn-
stjjue, Vein I. IUiK»iiK!i irt In" '" i^k t'h< iL-i,i^'ftrunt I'f tnniuifu-
.f. ,t ft,>fiiu,'ti sijli's iti,ki the I'nivcrMU i>t lUili'^ '^ '^  meilK^l 
hkuln *'^ ltu :^^ ;l'.''l >*• tree Ou-msaves irntn acj^enkleiicc UI^ M 
ricitnii.KiiiM'. with tiK* siiuli-nis Sit ifui hy Mhl-H^ iwt ihree ol 
the s;iLifie»I prntessors in the art atul iiieihcil utiivciMlv wetc 
c lcteJ hv tjie stuilcnts. ihe rest were chnseii hv tlic hmii nthcuK 
\Mth ihi'.iaeiiL'ol the liiiviliy". 
Sliulenl ptiwtr muM h-ive lu-eii J im'ie initeiit force tti Mih 
l e n u m luty ih»tn m iniilOi^ih ketitiuy Aust[,i1ij! 
Vouis ijitht'ullv. 
J. IV ]M\0 
1 Lvliirer tn neiilislrv; 
DRAMA 
BERNARD KING is certainly a 
much scon and heard public figure 
and he is often the subject of a 
debate—as regards his talents. 
Paramount Pictures, for the first 
time in Brisbane, recently presented 
prizes to local theatre personalities 
for their performances in the past 
year. Certainty there has been little 
publicity. Probably because the 
"labour" radio station was arranging 
the presentation. The establishment 
press lost interest in what should be 
considered a step forward in local 
theatre as such presentations by 
Paramount had only occurred in 
Melbourne and Sydney previously. 
Some of the excitement, however, 
dies when one examines the circum-
stances of the presentation. The 
judges, who have remained secret, 
presented the prizes thus; best actor, 
Bernard King, best actress, Jane 
Harders (College Players), best direc-
tor, Bryan Nason (College Players). 
Bernard King ranks high amongst 
those who have contributed to the 
vitality of little theatre in Brisbane 
but in the last year he appeared in 
one "bit" part in only one non-
professional production. It has been 
said that his efforts in establishing 
himself as a "personality" have 
almost destroyed his acting talents. 
Similar criticisms have been levelled 
at the other awards and in fact ii 
appears chat very little is known aboui 
the basis of the awards. Perhaps the 
awards were made in line with some 
policy of Paramount importance or 
perhaps they were made according 
to quantity of press cuttings of the 
performers. Next time the awards 
take place Paramount would best be 
advised to (1) make sure all the 
theatre groups arc advised of it (2) 
name the judges at the time of 
presentation (3) explain the basis of 
the awards. 
This article makes no criticism 
of the performers. Indeed, Bernard 
King is probably the most conscien-
tious critic of the establishment in 
television, radio and theatre. This 
is undoubtedly the reason for his 
losing his column in the Sunday 
scandal sheet. 
Architects and Dramsoc have wanted 
to present what may be an inventive 
and glossy revue written and directed 
by Willie Young and called "Classical 
Stuff'. It seems that all the promise 
and most of the talent will be coming 
from Che Architects who are most 
able to provide exching lighting and 
sound effects. Once again the Archi-
tects Revue Band will provide music 
to disturb the dust in the old Avalon. 
Willie, taking a non-student attitude, 
perhaps, has written one sketch 
glorifying war, though the revue 
itself is aimed at a student audience. 
The cast of 40 (or so) will storm the 
Avalon led by Ross Gilbert (tie' 
Scbator Bourbon) from 9 May to 
17 May. 
I T will appear at the University 
Theatre, St. Lucia Road, Thursday, 
Friday and Saturday 10, 11, 12 
April. A major feature of the revue 
will bo a one-act musical called 
Short Hair. Basically a body, word, 
music thing—Much entertainment. 
PAUL RICHARDS 
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—CELLAR MISER— 
Without wishing to sound like an under-
graduate Graham Kerr, I would like to make 
very clear that Ane eating and drinking is 
within the range of everyone above the 
starvation level. In a country so abundandy 
endowed, it is a crying shame that we Aus-
tralians persist in eating unimaginative 
slush and drinking stolidly unvarying beer. 
For a few cents more and a little ingenuity, 
any student can whip up Quiche Lorraine as 
an entree, slam home with Poulet Saute aux 
Herbcs de Provence any old Saturday night. 
To start your voyage into cosmos of gastro-
nomical delights, it is advised that you invest 
in a good sherry (lasts dll doomsday, if you 
rush the entree in after your boyfriend's /girl-
friend's first glassful). I would then suggest a 
Mildura Supreme Dry Sherry. (All sweet 
sherries are next to anathema to Celler-
miser). 
For your accompaniment to the main 
course, a flagon of McWilliams Reserve 
Chablis (a bit thin in taste, perhaps, but 
good enough and cheap enough to start with) 
is what Cellermiser suggests. 
The meal can then be finished off with 
that taste-bud—tingling, nose-motUing 
delight of brandied peaches and fresh cream 
washed down (liberally, of course) with 
Ch. Tahbilk Sauternes. (Mentioned in 
"Cellermiser" last edition). 
None of these delicious items is beyond 
anyone who can read this column. We are 
entering a period of unprecedented enjoy-
ment of the best in life, so don't be left out 
—beer and greasy chips are hardly nectar 
and ambrosia for romance. 
Getting serious—a few gems to bring to 
your attention: Cellermiser reports the 
discovery (in a far-western country pub) of a 
Maison Pellison Grand Corton Brandy, 
which had spent so many decades in the 
botde that it threw a sediment. It must have 
stood shrouded in dust for approaching half 
a century. Secondly, with St. Patrick's Day 
falling on the day Semper Floreat copy 
closes, Cellermiser is going to celebrate 
with a shlurg of Irish Mint Whiskey Ltquer, 
(another veteran-r^lected from the shelves 
of that certain far western country pub). 
Remember, a flagon of "redders", a flagon 
of "whiters", a good sherry, and some 
dessert wine (the last two will last for months 
after opening, drinking being their only 
threat when kept in the 'fridge. As a matter 
of fact, not a single bottle of wine has ever 
gone "ofT' in the Cellermiser's House!! 
Anyway, a botde of each of these stand-
bys is enough to set you up for some time on 
the launching pad to the far out world of 
fine tummy ticklers. Turn your bacb (rather, 
taste-buds) from the bud-bruising monotony 
of the (past) Australian diet, and join the 
evolution. 
Wake up, eat, drink and be sherry, remem-
bering always lhat a glass (of wine) in the 
hand is better than sbt in bottle. (Cellenniser 
has had difficulty in justifying this philoso-
phy, but science proves that after four 
botdes of wine, the corks of ensuing botdes 
become increasingly recalcitrant). 
(Jellermiser. 
AT THIS UNIVTiRSrrY TIIKRE ARK 
18,000 STUDENTS A.ND STAFF 
A.VD 600 u n i .MI-.MUERS AND SUIISCRIDRRS 
THIJRE ARE 
BOOO COPIES OF .SK.MPER tXORIiAT ONLY 
AS A RESULT OF TIUS UNFORTUNATK srrUATION, 
IT IS SUGGESTED, THAT IF VOU D O NOT INTEND 
KEEPING THESE COPIES OF SliMVI-K FI.OKMT 
FOR HEPERENCE OR AS A .ME-MliNTO, AITI-R RE-AI). 
ING VOUR COPY, VOL THEN RETURN IT TO ONE 
OF THE HOXES PROVIDED, SO TIIAT OTHER STU-
D E N T S .MAY ALSO HAVE TIIE OPPORTUNrrV OP 
REAI>ING .<!i:,»i'i:tt. 
THANKING VOU IN A.NTICIPATtON OF VOUR CON-
SIDF.RATION, 
KEN PIAGGIO 
DISTRIBUTION OlFICER 
NO.MINATIONS are called for ilic folliisving vacancies on tlic 
SRth asunciU\f !lK Univenity sif Queensland Union. 
posrrioNS VACA.NT 
ARTS RliPRESENTAIIVE 
PARV ILSH-
E pi>sition 
PART 'll.MK 
n n U & V n o S ' R K P R E S E N T A T I V I : I rusilwn 
Nominations close at 5 p.m. Monday, 1-1 April I'ld") at L'nion 
Oliice, St. Lucia. Late nominations will N O T be accepted. In 
accordance with Part VI, Clause lb, of llie L'nion Clonsiiiulion, 
elections for the abos-c vacancies wtll he held al Union Council 
meeting 21 April WW, by written secret ballot on the simple 
plurality system, (iindidates and their nomiiiors ssill be given 
the opporiuniiies to address Council prior to the vote bcinj! taken. 
All nisminaiinns shall be sifncJ by three members f t the Union 
(one of sshom shall be desipnated the nominor, and the iiihers of 
whom shall he designated ihc sccnnders) having llie same faculty 
staius as the nominee, and shall be ciiuntcrsigr.ed by the member 
nominated.. 
Nomination forms and further details may be obtained from 
Union Olfice, St. Lucia. 
Douglas Jones, 
HLi;crOR/\L Ol-l-'ICiiR, 
UNIVERSi'l V OF QUHI-NS1.AND UNION 
COt^STITUTIOH CHANGES; 
That the Life Membership Fee 
be increased to $40 and the 
relevant sections of the 
Constitution be amended 
accordingly. 
That the External Students 
Fee as mentioned in Part IV 
of the Constitution, Section 
9 (1) be increased to $3.00. 
To declare that Semper Floreat is 
open to all students and staff for the 
expression of ideas and the dis-
semination of news. 
As students, you have this unique 
opportunity to participate in your 
own newspaper. Should you have 
ideas or suggestions, I would like to 
see you personally soon. 
My office is on the second floor. 
Union Building (near Sports Union), 
Michael Kelly 
Editor, Semper Floreat, 1969 
DALE'S 
BOOKING 
AGENCY 
WANT A BAND? 
RING 
39 6986 or 6 5217 
ANY BAND 
ANY FUNCTION 
Moreton BayFolkClub 
Opening First Friday After 
Easter. YoWoC.A, Adelaide St, 
JAZZ BALLET 
Classes at Mitchell St., Hill End, Near Ferry. 
Phone 48 1595 Enquiries 
50c per Lesson 
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AGE OF CONSENT 
Well, it started off with a beachscape by 
John Coburn (FAMOUS AUSTRALIAN 
ARTIST) permeated with languid shimmer-
ing music by Peter Sculthorpe (FAMOUS 
AUSTRALIAN COMPOSER) then a shot 
of Sydney By Night panning across to Kim 
Bonython's (FAMOUS AUSTRALIAN ART 
DEALER) gallery. Comedy routine with a 
stock American couple. Cut. We are now in 
Queen St., Brisbane. Lovely shot of a tram. 
Cut to bedroom scene at the Nauonal. (Yes, 
that is the Story Bridge, through the 
window.) A few more "establishing" shots 
are hurried through and now on to Dunk 
Island. 
Despite all the preceding Australiana, 
once James Mason hits the island he might 
as well be in the Seychelles or a particulady 
unglamorous part of the Bahamas. Mason 
tries hard to get rid ofhis English accent 
particularly in the low comedy scenes where 
he lapses into a sort of cockney. 
Jack McGowran, Mason's ubiquitous 
scunging male, has a raucous Strine sound 
that might have rung true forty years ago. 
And the woman who makes love to Mason 
at the Nash has an accent which is so bloody 
Australian that you'd like to bet she hasn't 
been nearer to Brisbane than Earl's Court in 
the last decade. 
English girl Helen Mirren probably does 
best amid all the discordance, wilh a 
modified Cockney which is by far closer to 
the real thing than the absurd exaggeration 
adopted by the desperately Australian actors. 
True to the spirit of Norman Lindsay, 
there is more nudity in this movie than one 
has seen for a long time. And it is extremely 
well done. It will be a while before the 
memory fades of Helen Mirren posing nude 
in the water, with the wavelets lapping 
around her thighs, while Mason, inspired, 
paints on the beach. Here the film is at its 
best, capturing the whole unhurried 
sensuousness of a simple episode. 
This mood is rudely spoilt by a couple of 
unfortunate and pointless scenes that were 
obviously included for commercial reasons 
only. One is where the boatman bringing 
Helen Mirren back to the island after a 
shopping trip, attempts to rape her, and the 
other where a husband-hunting spinster 
attempts to trap Jack McGowan into 
marriage. Both are played for laughs. There 
are scenes condescendingly stuck in to keep 
the peasants amused and are done without 
gusto in a clumsy amateurish fashion. The 
film is not a galloping farce, and these 
intrusions succeeded only in raising an 
embarrassed laugh at the preview. 
Michael PowelPs direction was competent 
without being stylish. Faced wilh such a 
slight yam and a disparate group of actors, 
he lets the scenery impart the mood of the 
whole work. This means a fairly measured 
pace, but the scener>' is always worth 
looking at. Not too bad for a foreign film 
about Australia. 
PETER MULLINS. 
GUIDE TO THE MONTH'S FILMS 
UI Dorado: BHNJA.MIN** 
Forum: TUNNY GIRL* 
George: 0LIV1;R!**» 
Lido: THE RIGHT TO BH BORN.* 
Odcon: AGE 0]- CONSENT** 
Paris: S'l'AR!** 
Regent; PRUDENCE AND THE PILL* 
Town; THE I-O.X. 
Wintergarden F ive Card Stud 
SEMPER'S RATINGS 
**•* MASTERPIECE. 
*** DEFINITELY SEE THIS ONE. 
»• WORTH A LOOK. 
* ONLY tl- VOU HAVE TO. 
—LUCKY GIRL (FORUM)— 
A musical with Barbra Streisand as spine, 
a peripheral cast, and the fashionable male 
lead who cannot sing (Omar Sharif). 
Proceed with 3 hours of thin shallow tack 
story glimmering like "Star", sprinkle with 
a 7Qmm colour rainbow and juice the edges 
with a sentimental ending. Children below 
the age of 60 should not be admitted. 
M.JX. 
MORETON BAY 
POLK FESTIVAL 
1969 
EASTER WEEKEND, APRIL 4-7tli 
IN UNIVERSITY AND UNI. UNION 
BLDGS., ST. LUCIA. 
CONTACT 
BOB MICHELL 
54 Beatrice St. 
Taringa 4066 
Phone 71 2549 
See "THE GRADUATE" (SOA) 
at Hoyts Skyline Drive-In 
commencing Thursday, 3rd April, 
plus ATTACK ON THE IRON COAST 
Gates and Cafe open 6.30 p.m. 
Starts 7.10 p.m. 
METRO CONCESSION 
Hardened filmgoers will be delighted to 
know that not all cinemas arc putting their 
prices up. One is actuaUy reducing ihem. 
METRO (would you all believe?) is still 
ofiering 25c. off any student's price of admis-
sion, providing he fills out this form at 
Union Office. 
Su. 
UNIVERSITY of QUEENSLAND UNION 
St. Lucia Brisbane 
nmu 
-o:<:.->;^^ar..(HX(k.., ro:.:r.-. 
'w.t ia to ,:n-fi, !kit.yL:....;;f:f-!^!'. 
S'^ 'icv,' fi;7'iir:.jv J:If 11'.' '•rfTi'i<*ii,'r, :s a ^tu.U'KZ « : •':«.' i t i i ; . / r j i t -
".'"vw..'!.!!!-;,/ iK fv 7.!.r.:!j <!::.(;^.'.'.r.':'-:'r:'.t^....,1i^F..(c..... 
^i,..^. .:,i.i...p:Kf:t 
10 BC utisiNio ST Ti.[ BOiMHi orrict 
O.K. so it's dreary having to fill out a form 
to get 25c. off but you ought to be grateful 
for small mercies and Metro are the only 
ones doing it. 
iCNGLISil SUBTITLfs|<s 
1 DELICATE MASHRPIECE... 
IT OFFEflS BEAUTY. 
- SEHsawn.Mio 
PEHfECTTASnr 
TeniamtV 
»»eiim»iftMtmaemirmmti 
COIDII'A PUAWCUHT PICTURE 
r>oiM M rcH.«C5 t i f I 
MICH ELE MORGAN 
MICHEL PICCDLl 
PIERRE CLEMENTL... 
CATHERINE OENEUVE 
N I G H T L Y 
7 45 P. M. 
IllliD.tlHtlllTtllED 
ELDORADO 
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Q. So underdeath Tiny Tim is really 
someone named HERBERT KHAURY? 
Tim. Yes, I gave myself a middle 
name, "BUCKY" after Captain 
America's boy. I used to call myself 
COUNT HERBERTO BUCKINGHAM 
KHAURY 1.1 caUed up the Royal Dutch 
Airlines once and asked them to sent me 
one of their fabidous free calendars. 
About a month later Tvhen the bell rang, 
I was in my robe and pyjamas and my 
mother went to the door. The delivery 
man said, "Is Count Herberto Bucking-
ham Khaury I here?" She said, "Who?" 
I said, "Wait a minute!" So I went to the 
door and the guy looked at me and said, 
"Here you are, COUNT!" I wanted to 
tip him but I didn't have any money so I 
said, "Darling, coidd I have a quarter?" 
My mother said, "You're a count, pay 
it!" I said to the man, "Oh, pardon me 
sir, it was a pleasure meeting you", and 
I closed the door and that was the end 
,^f diiat 
A few month's ago, heralded by Kowan 
and Martin's Laugh In", a new talent(?) 
arrived on the pop music scene. Tiny Tim 
has now released his second album, which 
has a photograph of Tim and his mother 
and father gracing the front cover, and two 
shots of an eighteen-year-old Tim on the 
back. Quite an interesting album as he does 
a wide range of material, from "rock and 
roll" to 1920's type things. My personal 
favourites include "WE LOVE IT", in 
which he does a duel with himself in normal 
and falsetto voices. The song has a vaudeville 
softshoe melody with an almost hard rock 
backing group (if you can imagine the 
combination) which Tim joins with his 
kazoo. "COMMUNITY" has a soft social 
comment. "When I bankrupt a little business 
ruthlessly, 1 do it like a perfect gentleman." 
The song has a beautiful orchestral 
backing. Tiny gets into a country and 
western bag for "HAVE YOU SEEN MY 
LITTLE SUE", which is complete with 
funky Nashville guitar and female chorus 
with typical lost love type lurics. The listener 
finds himself "singing along with Tim" in 
"DOWN VIRGINIA WAY" almost before 
Tim invites him to. There is a beautiful flute 
solo at the end of this track. Also included 
in this album is the fabulous single "GREAT 
BALLS OF FIRE" (which somehow reminds 
me of Mick Hadley) as well as "COME TO 
THE BALL"; "MY DREAMS ARE GET-
TING BETTER ALL THE TIME"; 
"CAN'T HELP BUT WONDER (WHERE 
I'M BOUND)"; and others. The backing of 
every track is beautifully arranged and well 
performed. No record collection is complete 
without one Tiny Tim LP, preferably two. 
Available Reprise RS6323. Record 
supplied by the distributor. 
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AN INSTRUMENTAL ALBUM 
When one listens to an Aretha Franklin 
prack, one thing that always stands out is 
the backing. The man responsible for this is 
sax player King Curtis, who, along with his 
band, The Kingpins, supplies the backing to 
many of Adantic's soul artists. "THE BEST 
OF KING CURTIS" is the third album of 
King's that Atlantic has released in Australia 
and is perhaps the one to win him some 
recognition. The best description of the 
album is given by Ritchie York in the liner 
notes. "This is an album of emotions. We've 
all been through them. So has King. And 
he communicates them. A real soul man. 
Among my favourites on the album is 
King's very smooth version of "ODE TO 
BILLIE JOE" where the arrangement is 
very soothing (unlike the original) and King 
almost makes his alto sax talk. Another 
track in the same vein is a song he wrote 
which was made famous by Aretha, called 
"Soul Serenade". Once again, much 
smoother than Aretha's. Totally difTerent is 
King's version of "I HEARD ITTHROUGH 
THE GRAPEVINE," which is a very firmly 
soul thing, much faster than Gladys Knight's 
original version. The most outstanding track 
on the album, however, is his biggest hit 
single "MEMPHIS SOUL STEW" (which 
Max Merritt does well), in which King 
starts off with just the bass and then adds 
the instruments one at a time to show how 
the song is built up. Very interesting, and 
the finished product is incredibly groovy. 
Other tracks include "HARPER VALLEY 
P.T.A."; (SITTIN' ON) "THE DOCK OF 
THE BAY"; "SPANISH HAREM"; 
"JUMP BACK"; "YOU'VE GOT THAT 
LOVIN' FEELIN'"; and "I WAS MADE 
TO LOVE HER." 
A very good Album which should appeal 
to a person with almost any musical tastes. 
EXPRESSWAY TO YOUR SKULL-
BUDDY MILES EXPRESS 
Buddy Miles shows his versatility on this 
new Mercury Album by playing drums, 
guitar, organ and bass, as well as doing the 
vocals. Lead guitarist is Jimmy McCarty, 
ex Yardbird, who impressed everybody on 
the Yardbirds Live Show in Brisbane a few 
years ago. 
The outstanding tracks on this L.P. are 
"TRAIN" which has been released as a 
single, and is interesting as it presents a 
fusion between a Memphis clean, crisp 
brass section and the "underground" 
guitar style of McCarty with his "wah-wah" 
and accent on improvisation. 
It is very effective and produces a driving 
"Rhythm and Blues" sound with no 
monotony, "LET YOUR LOVELIGHTS 
SHINE" has an interesting introduction 
with the drums starting and the brass and 
bass and then the organ coming in a few 
bars laters. Miles shows a good vocal range 
here. 
One is reminded again of McCarty's 
"Yardbirds" membership by his solo in this 
song. "WRAP IT UP" is the old Sam and 
Dave number and has a similar arrangement 
to the original, until McCarty's solo when 
the backing becomes much more inventive. 
The song suffers from a long "Hey Jude" 
type fadeout, into a false ending where 
McCarty builds fantasies with his guitar. 
Other tracks are "You're the One (That I 
Adore)"; "Spot on the Wall"; "Funky 
Mile" (an instrumental), and "Don't mess 
with Cupid", which they should have left to 
Otis Redding. 
A very good album buy. 
Record supplied by the distributors. 
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Over the last few weeks in a bid to bol-
ster failing finances, Foco has imported 
Australia's top group. Max Merrit and 
the Meteors. Semper brings you a short 
interview. 
Q. How does Foco compare with other 
clubs in Melbourne or Sydney? 
Y. It's like Vibes (in Sydney) because 
the Idds all sit round and listen. 
Q. What do you think of the audience? 
Y. It's good, very, very good. 
M. They're very, very appreciative. 
Q. What sort of work do you normally 
do in Melbourne?—Discos. 
M. We do a lot of work at balls. 
Q. What sort of balls? 
M. Balls! You know, white ties and all 
that sort of thing. 
Y. We don't wear white ties. We just 
wear whatever we've got on. If we didn't, 
it'd ruin oiu- image. 
S. We feel silly in dinner suits, man, at 
least some of us would. 
Q. Have you tried to create an image, 
or has it created itself? 
M. Mainly because when we first 
started, we couldn't afford clothes. 
(Great peals of laughter.) 
Q. Do you prefer to play to disco or 
sit-down audiences? 
B. They're much the same, really. 
At a disco they usually just sit arotmd like 
they're doing tonight (at Foco), it's very 
good. 
Q. What did you think of the Univer-
sity audience the other day? 
Y. We got off to a bad start with 
equipment troubles, you know, but they 
were a pretty appreciative audience. 
Q. Do you think that your instrument-
al lineup restricts you? 
Y. No, no. It limits Max and his solo 
playing. 
M. We only play tunes that we know 
will suit us. We don't try to do anything 
that we know won't suit the group. 
Q. What do you think of recording 
groups that don't play live, Uke the 
Beatles do now? 
M. I wouldn't want to do it. I Eke the 
closeness mth the audience, at a live 
show. 
Q. The group has a very unified stage 
sound. Is this because of your similar 
musical views or because of personal 
friendship. 
M. & Y. Both! We've been through a 
few things together. 
M. We're a very close group, probably 
closer than any other group (says M. 
smiling sweetly at S.) 
Q. As a matter of interest, what is the 
average age of the group? 
M. . , , What was the average age...? 
Y. About a hundred. 
S. No it's closer to 200. 
M. (laughing) About 33. 
S. It'd be about 21, except I build up 
the average a bit. 
Q. How do you feel about playing to 
an audience younger than yourself? 
Y. Who thinks about it? 
M. You don't know about it. 
S. Yes you do, it's great. 
Q. Do you play any differently to 
different age groups? 
Y. We play the same. We play at a lot 
of dances in the subivhs in Melbourne 
where the kids are really yoimg . . . about 
13 or 14, and they're really tremendous. 
They just stand in front of the stage and 
really dig it. 
M. All in all they're pretty hip. 
S. I like teeny hoppers. 
Q. Do people normally sit arotmd and 
Usten to you or do they dance? 
Y. A lot of the time they just stand 
around and they clap. 
S. It's usually like this (Foco) only the 
people that sit down aren't as thick 
through. There's usually more dancing. 
Q. Who are your main influences? 
(musically). 
M. No-one. We Usten to everything, 
but we don't do any straight copies. 
Y. We hear a lot of Uttle things and if 
we Uke it, we use it. 
Q. Do you depend much on improvisa-
tion? 
M. Year, a lot. We use a basic theme 
for our things, Uke say, we rehearse a 
new song, and we leam the basic thing 
and just sort of build on that. 
Y. Numbers seem to develop as we 
play them. The more we play, the more 
they develop. Some get incredibly 
groovy. 
Q. How long has the group been to-
gether in this form? 
S. About one and a half years. 
Q. It seems a long time to be together 
without recording. 
M. We did recordings, didn't we Stu.? 
S. Year, we bad the first half-year off 
for a start. 
Y. And then we were just trying to get 
the group to get together. We didn't do 
any recording during that period, then 
we put down a few things, and we weren't 
happy with them. Then we put down the 
albimi. We were doing the whole thing, 
pressing it, producing it, the whole thing, 
and it wiU be released when we get the 
whole thing tied up. 
M. It's very hard for us to record, it's 
quite easy to record a pop group because 
you can manufacture a pop group. 
When I say pop, I mean a teeny bopper 
group. You can slap echo on this, and 
doctor things up a bit. With us, we try to 
get the closest soimd as possible to our 
on-stage soimd. It's qiute hard to do this 
in a studio. 
Q. Have you ever thought of doing Uve 
recordings, Uke B. B. King or Zoot 
Money? 
M. It's very, very cosdy. 
Y. It's also hard to find a technician 
who can handle a Uve thing, because 
there are so many other noises and 
abstract sotmds going around you, you 
know it's very hard to record Uve. 
M. It's probably the most effective 
way and woidd be the best way to do it for 
us. 
Q. There seems to be a big jazz influ-
ence in your music. To what do you 
attribute this? 
M. We're all jazz musidans. Bob and 
Stewart are recognised as two of Aus-
traUa's best jazz musicians. Stu.'s 
probably been playing in jazz groups for 
about twenty years. 
y. That's sort of what we are, a com-
bination, 'cause Max and I have been 
playing in the pop scene for ten or twelve 
years, and with S.'s and B.'s experience 
in jazz, so we're sort of a combination of 
two scenes, jazz and pop. That's reaUy 
just what the group is. 
drugs 
The purpose of this supplement is to help 
you to become aware of the drug problem 
which exists in our society today. There is 
a problem, and the authorities are only 
just beginning to take notice of it. Until 
recently, our own Queensland Health 
Minister, Mr Tooth, has denied publicly 
that such a problem exists, while in-
creasing the drug squad to cope with this 
non-existing problem. Perhaps he did not 
want to alarm the public! But this is a 
wrong attitude to take. The problem IS 
here, and is here to stay. Barbiturates and 
headache powders such as Vincents and 
Bex have an alarming number of people 
physically dependent on them, and this 
state of affairs has been in existence for 
many years. But this Is no real threat to 
the public health, physically or mentaUy; 
so what if hundreds of housewives "take 
Vincents with confidence" to start off the 
day, and keep with repeated doses of same. 
Perhaps they started originally with 
headaches. Now they take a powder so as 
not to get a headache. 
But this is not what you read about in the 
paper. It is only drugs Uke methedrine, 
and LSD that rates headlines in the 
"popular" press. But what do wc know 
about these drugs? Very little information 
of a substantial nature is ever publicized. 
It is to this end that a brief run-down of 
the most commonly "abused" drugs 
follows. If you have any public awareness 
at all, read it. You may then be able to 
discuss this important social issue with a 
little more authority than the person who 
says: "Marijuana? That's that sex drug 
isn't it?" 
The most common drugs of "abuse" 
can be divided into five groups; the 
stimulants, hypnotics, sedatives, narcotics, 
and hallucinogens. I shall deal with each 
group separately in a fairly systematic 
manner. 
(1) STIMULANTS 
This group of drugs consists mainly of the 
amphetamines, cocaine, caffeine, and 
"purple hearts" (which are a mixture of 
amphetamine and barbiturate). The com-
mon proprietary names for the ampheta-
mines are Methedrine (methyl-ampheta-
mine), Dexedrine, and Benzedrine. Purple 
hearts are prescribed as Drinamyl. 
Amphetamines are used medically in 
cases of depression, and to quieten down 
(oddly enough) patients with brain dam-
age. Less use is being made of its use as an 
appetite depressant for slimming. A 
rather controversial use is to increase the 
wakefulness of students' pre-examination 
study, etc. This property is valuable also 
during times of war when troops arc too 
exhausted to fight. Cocaine is used in-
frequently as a local anaesthetic in den-
tistry and in nose and eye operations. 
Physiological effects of stimulants include 
objectively increasing the capacity for 
simple physical and mental tasks by 
increasing blood pressure and heart rate, 
and releasing stores of energy in the body. 
It can also increase intelligence by up to 
eight points. Although highly co-ordinated 
tasks, like flying an airplane, arc un-
affected in quality, they can be prolonged 
by beyond normal endurance. 
PsychologicaUy, "amphetamine moves 
the personality toward the introversion 
end of the spectrum, and decreases ner-
vous inhibition." Another effect "is that 
users of the drug become more amenable 
to the standards and behaviour of those 
around them." The drug is generally held 
to be not physically addictive, "The com-
monly experienced unpleasant effects of 
amphetamines is due simply to the way 
in which they increase energy. Renewed 
energy comes as a forced loan from the 
body's resources; an immediate lift 
lasting a few hours is foUowed by exhaus-
tion and depression. If more of the drug 
is taken to fight off the "come-down" the 
user gets himself into a bankrupt's pre-
dicament, with a large draft against his 
physical reserves. The literature says that 
exhaustion and death are likely conse-
quences of over-dose of the drug, but 
reported cases are so rare, and it seems 
that the majority of teenagers who use 
amphetamines avoid such over-indulgence, 
(2) HYPNOTICS 
The barbiturates—Amytal, Nembutal, 
Seconal, Sedal Sodium, Butisol, Mylo-
dorm, also, Carbrltal and Penatco (con-
taining both barbiturate and bromide). 
Chloral hydrate is sold as Dormel, Chlora-
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late, and Bonadorm. 
The hypnotics are used medically to aid 
sleep in cases of insomnia; also for strong 
sedation before operations. 
Physiologically, the barbiturates reduce 
blood pressure and reduce sensory input 
to the brain. It is highly addictive , . . 
"addiction to barbiturates differs from 
that to opiates in a few important respects. 
It seems far more destructive to person-
ality; the barbiturate addict tends to dope 
himself until he is completely intoxicated 
— h^is object is oblivion," 
Its psychological effect is to tend the 
user towards extroversion and boredom 
in the user. It causes marked social and 
emotional deterioration. 
(3) SEDATIVES 
This group contains the bromides— 
Relaxa Tabs, Dormagen, Sedexin, Valuren; 
and the tranquillizers such as Librium, 
Equanil, MUtown, Oblivion etc. Used 
medically to quieten down anxious and 
mentally disturbed patients. 
Acts similarly to the barbiturates, but 
much milder. 
(4) NARCOTICS 
The narcotic group contains the opiates 
heroin, morphine, and codcin (Veganln, 
Codral, Codipen, Codls etc.). Also the 
non-opiates pethidine and methadone 
(Physeptone, Synthanal). 
Used medlcaUy for strong relief of pain 
and for heavy sedation. The narcotics arc 
particularly useful in painful terminal 
cases. The main physical criteria is the 
addictive power of heroin and morphine. 
I would like to quote L. Kolb from the 
Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry: 
"although it is possible to demonstrate 
some physical adaption even to one day's 
use of heroin, by injecting the antidote 
nalorphine which precipitates an im-
mediate withdrawal, it takes something 
like half a grain a day for a formight 
before anyone is even mildly physically 
dependent on the drug. The idea of instant 
addiction after one dose is not substan-
tiated. Addiction, must, in fact, be the 
result of continuous conscious action, 
with some deterrents to be overcome like 
vomiting, the unpleasantness of sticking 
needles into veins, the expense and trouble 
of buying the drug on the black market." 
(5) HALLUCINOGENS 
This group contains a large number of 
chemicals, some natural, many more 
synthetic. The list includes Cannabis, 
DMT, LSD, STP, bufotcnhie, psilocybin 
etc. Of these, only LSD can be legally 
obtained as Dclysid. 
A separate article will deal with the 
effects and consequences of this class, 
(All quotes in this article are from 
Peter Laurie's Drti;?;—Penguin S249. The 
book Drug Dependence—Science Press, 
Sydney—was also valuable.) 
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Drugs and Youi 
Have you ever taken drugs? Come on, make a 
dean breast of it. Be honest with yourself. You 
have, haven't you. Yes we've aU taken the odd 
aspro, and many of us have had the odd beer or 
two (or many more). So nearly everyone has had 
some experience with drugs of one sort or another. 
A lot of women have taken slimming pills, many 
types of which contain a stimidant of the ampheta-
mine group, whUe other women are prescribed 
barbiturates to help overcome the tensions at home. 
Businessmen take tranquilUsers*, one of the many 
codeine preparations are used for headaches and 
nervous tension; caffein in the form of coffee, tea 
or headache powder is used to bolster up falling 
morale. I could go on for hours entmnerating the 
many contacts we have with drugs. Very few can 
truthfuUy deny having ingested a chemical which 
causes a mental or neurological change in the user. 
Drugs are a part of Ufe in our society today, and we 
are certainly much better off for this fact. Drugs 
have aUeviated much of the misery inflicted on 
mankind, by both disease and Injtu^. 
But—we also have a problem—"DRUG 
ABUSE". Unscrupulous individuals are taking 
advantages of the dependence caused by some 
drugs to inflict misery on these poor "addicts". 
What a lot of rot! 
Have you ever heard the story of the Uttle China-
man who jumps from a dark aUey and gives you an 
injection of heroin, telling you that your next one 
wiU cost you money, when you come back the next 
night, hopelessly addicted? WeU, "NEWSFLASH 
—several Chinamen were reported lurking in 
dockside aUeys last night, armed with hypodermic 
needles. It is beUeved that they poimced on unwary 
passers by, giving them injections of a drug, 
beUeved to be herom. This is an unbeUevably 
addictive drug, and it is beUeved that once injected, 
an addict returns for further suppUes, for which 
increasing prices are paid." Ridiculous, isn't it? 
First of all, the least period in which a person can 
become addicted, suffidendy to show withdrawal 
symptoms, is a week of intensive use. 
But let's look at the whole situation objectively. 
First of aU the soft drugs, such as marijuana. 
Once upon a time the great objection to Cannabis 
sativa was that its use dropped the metaphorical 
trousers of decency, Uberating a sex-crazed fiend 
who went about raping and murdering indiscrimin-
ately. When was the last time you read about 
this sort of thing? That is now part of Its lurid past. 
The modem, "eidightened" objection is that it 
leads on to harder drugs. Figiu>es quoted proved 
that 90% of heroin addicts started with marijuana. 
But what is not mentioned is that less than 5% of 
Cannabis smokers ever take heroin. In fact the 
oidy reason I con see for a graduation to harder 
drugs is the association within the law, and the fact 
that one pusher is Ukely to seU both pot and the 
more dangerous amphetamines and opiates. 
Bhang, Uf, and hashish (different names for can-
nabis preparations) have been used for centuries 
in middle and far-eastern coimtries, with less 
resultant misery than alcohol has caused in our own 
"western" countries. But Cannabis can be used in 
simUar situations as alcohol, It is something that 
can be imbibed occasionaUy, cim be used as a 
relaxant after tlinner, and also can be used to get 
"stoned" (rotten) on. But it doesn't cause drrhosis 
I waited for pain to come 
but no 
instead a kind of creepy feeling 
that has me in tears 
it comes and grows 
it comes and goes 
Only to return tomorrow 
So I wait 
wait for the darkness of an empty feeling 
the feeling that you get when you lose 
your girl or your best friend 
or when they leave you 
Alone 
Sails pass me by on their journey 
to those ecstatically wonderful dreams 
that I have forgotten how to dream 
I wait and always—nothing 
the sails 
have forgotten me too as they fold and 
wreathe and fade to die in happiness 
and joy 
but I 
in sadness to the far side 
the less green side of barren humps 
Of untold loneliness 
tony melius '67/'69 
of the Uver, and only in quantities rarely used can 
one become paralyticaUy "stoned"—a pot smoker 
soon learns the best dose to take to achieve optimum 
effect; anything over this is not as pleasant. 
Admittedly, there is a fair Ukelihood of a pot 
smoker also taking L.S.D., mescalin, or psUocybin 
(depending on which is available), the more power-
ftd haUucinogenic drugs. These should only be 
taken with adequate controls. It is a pity that 
adverse pubUcity received has stopped most of the 
research of this substance in the relatively import-
ant neurological and psychological fields. 
Going ou the harder drugs, we find the ampheta-
mines. These are quite definitely addictive. 
Although a user usuaUy gets over the "coming 
down" period, after flying for a few days, by taking 
a sedative and sleeping it off, it can be such an 
unpleasant experience that a person is tempted to 
prolong the state until an actual physical coUapse 
occurs. Besides the drain on physical reserves, 
mental exhaustion and psychological coUapse often 
help to push a user to addiction. Taken occasionaUy 
for a short period, it can be a pleasant and some* 
times rewarding experience, but a strong mental 
attitude must be taken as regards frequency of use 
and dosage. Remember, you are playbg with your 
body, your mind and your Ufe—which are aU very 
important. 
The opiates—heroin and morphine—are out in 
my book. One—but certaiidy not more than one— 
dose coidd be permitted, but with the siure know-
ledge that any subsequent experiences with that 
partictdar drug wiU not be as pleasant or potent. 
A complete shunning of the opiates is, however, 
certainly recommended. A word here on codein: 
indications are that it is as addictive as heroin. It 
certainly has more addicts dependent on it for a 
relatively normal life. If you want to, you can 
experiment with Uttie danger, but remember 
again—you are playing with your future, so be as 
sensible in your conduct with chnigs as you would be, 
say, when swimming at the beach. 
Drugs are here and here to stay. Don't stick your 
head in the sand and try to avoid the problems they 
have brought with them, by either ignoring that 
they exist at aU, or by passing new laws with heavier 
and heavier penalties for an action which is not 
even a c i ^ e (the taking or possession of restricted 
drugs is, by law, a criminal offence) against other 
Individuals, but rather by recognisiug what is 
obviously a need of modem society with its 
pressures and demands on Individuals, and by 
finding ways by which the hazards of drug taking 
could be reduced or eliminated. How about centres, 
rtm by government health departments, where a 
supervised L.S.D. trip can be taken? It bears 
thinking about, so please do to. 
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MatijuanUj Time^ and the Law 
Far too much time has been wasted discussing 
the highly importimt subject of marijuana and the 
law. I personally feel that this time could have been 
more profitably devoted to turning on with this 
delightful substance. 
Realising its tactical follies In retrospect, the 
Lc^slation of Marijuana Comntittee (L.O.M.C.) 
has opted for more radical and therefore more 
dramatic policies in future. For example, instead 
of having, as was our timid conservative protest 
in 1968, a pot smoke-in using only 1 in 10 joints 
real Cannabis; this year, if our finances and our 
supplies permit, the ratio of real to phoney to total 
will be a;b:c where a represents a figure greater 
than b and therefore more than 10% of c. 
Also, it must be obvious to more pragmatic pot-
heads, that the whole legalisation movement, since 
il first became notewortby, has been alienated from 
those members of the public who are victims of the 
communicatioo breakdown commonly referred to 
as the "generation gap". These alcohol-orientated 
oldies must be won over by fair means or foul, if wc 
are ever to see a substantial change in the law. 
Sbce I can't thinkof any fair means of effectively 
communicating with middle-aged blockheads, 
more imaginative and possibly illegal methods are 
therefore Indicated. Suggestions such as putting 
controlled quantities of lysergic acid diethylamide 
into the city water supply have their own indi\'idual 
merits, even if the results are a litdc difficult to 
predict. More appealing is the idea sent in by Pris-
cilla Itigginbothoffl (15), a student at the WooUoo-
mooloo Ladies College, which goes something like 
this "Take liberal helpings of Cannabis seed and 
plant same in suburban gardens as well as in more 
embarrassing spots such as the Pariiamcnt House 
groimds," PriscUla also suggested Police Head-
quarters, but I regret to inform her that this is nol 
an original idea as the Drug Squad have been 
successfuUy culdvating their own plantation for 
several years now. (Of course, for their own per-
sonal use only.) 
Anyway, lo continue with the subject of 
proselytisadon. Railway stations must be focal 
points of millions of anonymous daily commuters 
and so the word must be ever present there. 
Dramatic posters on the insides of-buses, and along 
the highways, with subtlety' in their punchlines. 
"The Authorities arc Lying about Marijuana." 
Stuff Uke that. Musicians should remember the 
great contribution made by Cannabis lo the evolu-
tion of modem jazz and blues. Why be ashamed of 
this heritage. Eulogise Cannabis in song! Artists 
could paint or grafBti-scrawl images of the beauti-
ful green plant on tmexpected places such as news-
paper ofGces, department store display u-indows, 
and the inevitable toilet wall. Ttiis last place will 
invariably be drawn upon as a last resort, usually 
by stoned artists. Young underground film makers 
might utilise some of their creative talents lo put 
forth rational messages about marijuana on the 
screen. They will find their eflbrts quite financially 
rewarding. People arc more recepdve to positive 
propaganda, particularly if it has a hedooistic 
basis. 
What we need to create the conditions for 
meaningful social and legal changes is a commimity 
which is Cannabis-consdous. The above 
mendoned facts could go a long way towards 
realising this aim. Much information of a reliable 
character should t>e disseminated partictUarly to 
the clergy and school children. 
For those whose vocation lies in the soil, remem-
ber that great tracts of land lie untapped in this 
great country of ours. What a potential agricultural 
adventure lies before courageous farmers. 
Some more radical pot people nill of course, wish 
to engage in guerilla activities aimed at smashing 
the entente Iiclween govemmeni. Police, and Press. 
In other words, the cohesion of the establishment. 
Be careful. Phone calls can be traced. Wear gloves 
if you send letters: typed please. Get legalisation 
proponents to the next meeting of your Squash 
Association, Lion's Club or Suburban Sewing 
Circle. Personal confrontation can be an effective 
catalyst for sparking off cognitive dissonance 
processes. 
It may be surprising to some people to leam that 
possession of Ciumabis of the indigenous variety Is 
not a Federal offence in this country. Post Offices 
and Employment Offices are regarded as Common-
wealth territory. Think about that the next time 
you are purchasing stamps or registering for 
the dole. 
Demonstrations are not original. But In Australia 
at least, pro-pot demonstrations are. Original 
placards and face masks are recommended for 
street politics of this kind. Foremost in the artillery 
of reactionary marijuana pbobes is the usual crap 
about pot use leading on to the top rung of the "drug 
ladder" diacetyl morphine, or "Big H". ThU 
argimient along domino theory Unes may be easily 
discredited by the ardculate proponent. Our 
campaign must always stress the dlssodadon of 
marijuana In people's minds from the opiate 
family. Forget about LSD. Its practical relation-
ship with the law is far too nebulous to be meaning-
ful to our struggle. Tium on pill-heads and spced-
freaki. Even If they don't break away, at least 
diey'U get a good night's sleep. Never offer to 
supply. Just do it. Don't procure from unknowns, 
best of all, grow your own and give it away 
discretely. 
Finally, become on articulate proponent. Every 
Cannabis cadre should have studied such essential 
works as the Penguin Spedal on Drugs (Peter 
Laurie). This will enable hhn to converse confident-
ly with recaldtront medicos, and also to write 
artldes and letters for the press. Get in touch with 
L.O.M.C. or similar bodies for a comprehensive 
reading list. 
Remember with every ounce of dogmatism you 
can muster, that you're right and the establishment 
is perverted and hypocritical. Be constaotly alert 
for the subtle inteUectual dishonesty practised by 
many 'authoritative' commcntatot*. Constantiy 
relate your motivation for the legalisation cause to 
personal experience of the Innocuous nature of 
Cannabis. 
SUBJECTIVE ADDENDUM 
It will help one immensely in polemic exchanges 
to have developed a philosophic basis for drug 
usage. For a start, take the pleasure principle. 
Shoot people down In flames when they confront 
you with such spedous reasoning as "Why do you 
•Seed to take drugs?" 
Don't be put down by the derogatory value 
judgments of people who use such criteria as 
productivity for casting aspersions on Cannabis 
users. Do your own thing. Maybe the usual creative 
media fotms are unsuitable. There arc many other 
ways of expressing creative energy. Devising ways 
of helping to make your fcllotv man happy, for 
instance. 
One of the useful effects of Cannabis is that it 
enhances sensory perceptual phenomena. Its 
obvious potential of assisting personal creative 
development should be easily conduded after a 
vivid session. Ideas flow more readily and are 
usually of a more imaginative and humorous 
nature, than usual. Once it Is felt that Cannabis 
effects can be readily controlled and channelled, 
break from your Intimate drcle and turn on with 
people of all types. (Secure, cool types of course.) 
As well as gaining the satisfaction of seeing 
"straight" people going through the machinations 
of their first experience, you will be surprised at 
the frequency of concurrent Uiought patterns 
amongst those laking part. A fresh realisation of 
the cliched analogy of "common wavelength" will 
occur. 
Don't smoke too often, even if your supplies 
permit. Two or three times a week Is plenty for a 
student. Too much of anything is no good, and 
Cannabis, like any other drug, can cause unneces-
sary dulling of the brain if taken in overdoses or 
with irresponsible frequency. Realise that your 
tolerance (i.e. that amount which you ated to 
become pleasantiy intoxicated) is often reduced 
with constant usage, while the opposite is true of 
alcohol. This physiological fact is tailor-made 
for frugality. 
Finally a useful proverb to remember: quote 
Aijstcr Dylan "Keep a cleon nose, watch the 
plaindotbes, you don't need a weatherman to tell 
which way the wind blows." 
M. N. Hughe, 
(Information Officer) 
L.O..M.C. 
MJ.::M- •• 
POT 5M0KE-IN 1968 
Acid 
Rock 
with the growth | f thb hippie movement, and in 
particular, the use of L.S.D., all kinds of accessories 
became available to increase the quality of a trip. 
Trinkets and paintings ("op art") were the first to 
appear, followed closely by light effects, and a 
revolution in music. This came just at the right time 
lo supplant the Mersey Beat which had dominated 
the scene for several years, and was starting to 
stole. Way-out blues groups had already been 
producing similar music, but il took the Beaties to 
break the barrier bto the world of commercial 
music. People like Moby Grape, Grateful Dead, 
Jefferson Airplain, Doors, and so on, suddenly had 
it made. The Cream pioneered aeid-rock-blues, 
allowing Jimi Hendrix to develop bis famous 
techniques. Most of this has happened in the U.K. 
and the States, but the foundations have been laid 
In Australia for a similar development, as will be 
self-evident from reading the following article from 
the February issue of UBy NEWS from Sydney: 
UNDERGROUND MUSIC—SHOWGROUND 
DANCES BOOM 
Underground .Music, the heady sounds that Grst 
gained acceptance on the West Coast of the U.S. in 
Haight-Ashbury, Is now receding a good deal of 
attention in AustraUa. Radio 2UW promotes the 
sound tiirough THOMPSON UNDERGROUND, 
Radio 2SM has an UNDERGROUND CLUB and 
UBU's last Underground Dance at the Sydney 
Showground attracted ISOO people. It looks as if 
the audience for such music is much wider than the 
small group which used to coUect in the Jewish War 
Memorial a couple of years ago for UBU Ught shows 
featuring Uie ID and Black Allen's JUST HUMAN 
group. 
But so far oo record company has seen fit to 
record any local tmderground group, nnd TV has 
not seen fit to start an undergroimd music show, 
tiiough the TONIGHT SHOW did feature Uie 
NUTWOOD RUG for Uieir novelty value. 
UBV launched Into the underground music field 
last year with a happening entitied The First Inter-
galactic Festival LIghtshow Concert which 
featured tiie music of tiie ID and tiie NUTWOOD 
RUG. This was foUowed by two dances ot the 
Paddington Town Hnll which UBU hoped to run us 
regular weekly events. But the powers that be found 
the music "too loud" ond tiic dress of the people al 
the dance "loo casual" and UBU was banned. 
Out of the Pnddo Dances emerged two new groups 
on the imderground scene- -TAMAM SHUD which 
had formerly been a surf band, ond TIH-LY which 
was a new group with former muso's from 
WraSKV A GO GO. 
Ilicsc groups were featured at the first show-
ground dance early this month, and the TUlXYcan 
now be heard as the regular group at the new 
ADAM'S APPLE disco in Oxford St., City. 
Undergroimd music has achieved a popularity 
heyond that of the other underground arts. Mainly 
because the outiets (through radio stations) arc 
more accessible, and because of the tradition for 
youth to suppnrl music above other arts, it has 
become sufBdcntiy commerdal to warrant an 
entrepreneur importing the CANNED HEAT for a 
series of concerts in Australia. But are the radio 
stations that play the music aware of its connota-
tions? Much was made of the add iospiratioo of the 
Beaties' SERGEANT PEPPER'S album, yet it 
StiU received airplay. SimUorly, the titmed-on 
sound of the Doors, Jefferson Airplane and others 
are played without reference to the state of mind 
from which they derive, and to which they hove 
most appeal. Could il be that the D.J.'s are only 
too aware, and ore willing accomplices in the under-
ground revolution? 
Underground music is slowly taking over the 
local pop scene. Despite regressions by Frank 
Zappa to the uncool early rock style local musidans 
ore becoming more and more turned on, and 
audiences arc tuning in. Changes in style are seen 
in almost all groups—BlUy Thorpe has left the 
Aztecs way behind. UoUke early rock, underground 
music requires musicians of talent and i m a ^ a -
tion. The TULLY have long rehearsals and have on 
extensive knowledge of music (they arc to handle 
the music for the add-rock musical HAIR soon to 
be staged in Sydney). The long breaks and solos 
that ore Integral to underground music cannot be 
handled by faking. Underground music has Intro-
duced art back into pop. It is no gimmick, rather a 
new way of life. 
It's gonna happen all over. 
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campus 
Firstly, may 1 state that 1 myself an not a 
homosexual. 
Knowledge of homosexuality amongst 
monkeys, dolphins and various other 
animals is widely known, and acceptable to 
most people. Yet, to a large percentage of 
human bcinp, who, after all, can be con-
sidered as only the middle stage in the Ape-
Man-Thoughi evolutionary process (as 
expressed in Stanley Kubrick's 2001), 
homosexuality is looked upon with distaste. 
It is thought upon as something which is not 
very common, and as something which only 
occun amongst people who are at some lower 
evolutionary stage. Why? 
There are many deep-rooted sexual restric-
tions which are imposed on man from child-
hood by family and protocol, and to make 
them more acceptable, they arc wrapped up 
in the universally binding form of a dog-
matic religion and enforced through a con-
cept of sin. This last statement is rather 
ironic when one considers the statements of 
two Camps (the common name given to 
homosexuals by themselves) 1 was talking to 
recently. The first was explaining to me how 
he originally parucipalcd in homosexual 
pracuces. It seems that when he was a young 
boy at a Catholic school in Melbourne, and 
the school was on Retreat, he and another 
boy, finding themselves idle, started their 
homosexual careers. The second explained 
to rae that Catholics were the easiest of 
religions to originally talk into participating 
in homosexual acuvities, and yet the Catho-
lic church seems to be the mosh authoritarian 
of all religions. Perhaps this is because 
homosexuality is a reaction against the 
restrictions placed on one by the Catholic 
church. 
When considering the homosexuality 
issue, a quesuon that immediately springs 
to mind is "Why do Australians react so 
violently to 'queers'?" 
From interviewing a number of homo-
sexuals on this subject, there seems to be 
two, though the second is a result of the 
first, answers. Firsdy, most camps seem to 
consider that most Australians are hung up 
with one big inferiority complex when they 
compare themselves to their counterparts in 
the United States and Great Britain. As a 
result of this they try very hard to have the 
typical Australian big, bronzed, beer swill-
ing, beachgoing image. This gives them a 
prccoccupation with "masculinity", and 
therefore to preserve this image they 
subconsciously consider that they must be 
repulsed by homosexuality. And it is from 
this that we get the second answer. These 
"typical Australian" types spend a great 
deal of their time with other men, drinking 
together, going to buck's parties together, 
and generally carrying on with all the other 
activities which arc regarded as normal to 
"mateship". All these acdvities which come 
under the tide of mateship are basically 
homosexual in tone, e.g. doing a "hambone" 
at a bucks party, or having drinking races 
where everybody strips because they claim 
it is getting hot and actually ail they want 
to do is feel and see each other's body, and 
so again there is a great subconscious 
rebellion against anyone who looks in the 
least bit pretty, and it is as a direct result of 
this that wc get the great Australian pastime 
of "belting up a few queers". 
It is no doubt thai these so-called typical 
Australians have a large percentage of latent 
homosexuals and practising homosexuals 
amongst them. Almost all the camps that 1 
have met claim that they find their easiest 
pick-ups at a certain Brisbane hotel 
renowned for its footballer-type clientele. 
And, surprising as it may seem, they all 
agree that Queensland was so aptly named 
as it is the campcst State in Australia. 
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do CAMPS 
harai 
society 
in any 
way? 
The answer to this must be emphatically 
no. The old stories of camps running around 
molesting young boys, etc., are nothing more 
than myth. Camps generally keep to them-
selves, and are quite content to work within 
these boundaries. They have their own 
hotels, their own parties, their own vernacu-
lar and do not want to go beyond this, one 
of the main reasons being that they know 
how detrimental it would be to their jobs if 
too many of the wrong type of people knew 
of their activities. And make no mistake, 
quite a number of camps are brilliant people. 
Perhaps this is because they are more sensi-
tive than most "normal" or "square" people, 
and because of their position in society, as 
it stands today, are such excellent judges of 
human nature. Leonardo da Vinci was a 
known homosexual, and yet nobody looks 
upon him with disdain, and such is the case 
with many other very famous men right 
through the ages. The situation whereby 
some camps front "square" people with 
stories of love is no worse than most boy-girl 
relationships of the present day whereby 
young boys try so very hard to convince 
girls lhat they are desperately in love with 
them purely for the purpose of gelling into 
their pants. The only thing is that the boy-
girl love lines often lead to the boy convincing 
himself that he really is in love with the giri 
and vice versa, which catapults into marriage 
which in turn catapults into broken mar-
riages. The camps have a very good saying 
relaung lo this subject: "Mixed marriages 
never work", i.e. male-female marriages 
never work. 
At some stage or other, almost ever>' 
young boy takes part in some son of homo-
sexual activity, whether it be comparing 
genitals, mutual masturbation, or the real 
thing. And most men, although, strange as it 
may seem, there is a higher percentage 
among women, masturbate at some stage or 
other in their lives, and this must be taken 
as a form of homosexual activity, as, after all 
it is man to man, or woman to woman as the 
case may be. The exact number of people in 
Brisbane that are practising homosexuals or 
bisexuals is very difficult to determine, but 
estimates range from three hundred to 
several thousand. Anyhow the exact figure is 
unimportant, but what is important is that 
homosexuality is more prevalent than 
most people realise. 
are cam[X 
sick 
wishv wasiy-
It is very difficult to say whether or not 
homosexuality is a sickness. Under present-
day norms it must be considered a sickness, 
but I wonder if it would be considered as such 
if we were brought up to think difierenUy. 
It really boils down to a matter of semantics. 
If we do consider them as sick people, we 
must treat them as such, and not as dogs. 
If a person has a broken arm, or an arm 
missing, he is not treated as an outcast from 
society. In fact, in some circles, if a person 
has contracted V.D. he is considered as 
somewhat of a hero, because it proves to the 
boys that he has partaken in sexual inter-
course. Of course, what it does not prove is 
that he has had intercourse with a woman, 
because venereal disease can be contracted 
just as easily with homosexual intercourse. 
On the second part of the question as to 
whether or not they are wishy-washy people 
the answer must be that camps arc very 
strong people. They have so much to go 
through right from the lime lhat they 
consider becoming camps, and right through 
the rest of their lives. 
GAY 
B^RTIES 
The first gay party I went to absolutely 
shocked me. I went along with the pre-
conceived idea of having to protect myself 
from being raced off by homosexual men, 
and was completely and utterly surprised by 
the fact that 1 was not bothered when 1 
explained to them that 1 was square. Al the 
parly, the camps were quite different than 
they arc at normal places, and this was 
especially noticeable in the manner of their 
speech. All were speaking with affected 
accents, trying very hard to speak like 
women. All seemed to be enjoying themselves 
immensely, and at one stage we were treated 
to a strip by a beauliful drag queen (man 
dressed as a woman), and this was followed 
by a screaming little drag queen getting 
extremely jealous and wanting to claw the 
former's eyes out. In fact it was very like the 
situation at normal square pardes once you 
got over the idea that half the men were 
playing the part of women whether they were 
dressed in drag or nol. Another surprising 
thing was the number of non-pretiy type 
camps that were al the party. In fact some of 
them were so fat and ugly that it was hard to 
believe how anyone could be attracted to 
them physically. This 1 think, gives away a 
very important feature of homosexual 
existence. Just as male-female relationships 
rely on mutual understanding, and being 
able to communicate wilh one another in 
other than sexual communication relation-
ships, the camp existence often relies on 
being able to talk to one another and to 
console one another as basically they 
are quite insecure people. This is only 
natural when one considers that they must 
lead quite schizophrenic lives, playing the 
roles of normal people. 
The basic objection is, "What if everyone 
were homosexual, how would society 
procreate?" On the face value, this seems a 
valid objection. However, in camp circles, 
already, il is quite the common thing for a 
camp to marry into a mixed marriage at 
some stage or other. This does nol cut out 
their homosexual activities, but the mar-
riages are usually very happy. Why do they 
marr>'? Is il because of social pressure? Is it 
because of the necessity to gain respecta-
bility? In some cases it possibly is, but most 
camps have so little respect for this pseudo 
respectability that present society demands 
lhat it is doubtful if il would even be a 
consideration. Another interesting fact is 
that in primitive tribes homosexual 
activities were encouraged before marriage 
to curb the sexual drives, and to stop the 
chiefs daughter being put up the duff. 
Then there is ihe irrational, emotional 
objection, claiming lhat homosexual activi-
ties are unnatural. Is repression of an 
individual's basic and even subconscious 
drives natural? A great number of people are 
homosexual for no other reason than that 
they arc homosexual. Comparing the sexual 
behaviour patterns of human beings to 
those of dolphins and monkeys, an interest-
ing fact comes to light. Of all mammals, it is 
only humans, dolphins and monkeys who do 
not rely on a specific mating season to trigger 
their sexual drives. And of all mammals, it is 
only these three who involve themselves in 
homosexual activities. This indicates a very 
close parallel between the sexual drives of 
humans on the one hand, and the sexual 
drives of dolphins and monkeys on the other 
hand. Thus to suggest that the homosexual 
drives of humans is unnatural would be to 
suggest lhat the homosexual activities of 
dolphins and monkeys are equally unnatural. 
Are we to conclude lhat dolphins and 
monkeys are unnatural? Perhaps dolphins 
and monkeys arc unnatural when compared 
lo the rest of the animal world, but their 
unnaturalness stems from their being the 
most highly developed of mammals. Perhaps, 
then, homosexuality is only a manifestation 
of higher evolutionary development. How 
does lhat grab you, poofter haters? 
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Drugs; 
Drug use is invading us. Unless you 
already smoke a pint of tea a day, 
the decision to accept the joint 
swiftly being sucked to death, or 
whatever, is nebulously balanced 
between LSD, Lcary's encourage-
ment, Medical Mother's warnings, 
apathy, or the drug's absence. 
There are two spheres of drug 
taking; one is legal, the other illegal. 
The legal form involves alcohol, 
nicotine, barbiturates, phcnacetin etc. 
The Health Minister, Mr Tooth, has 
admitted that the greatest problem 
in Queensland is with these forms of 
dcpendenct;—businessmen with al-
cohol—housewives with barbiturates. 
But prosecution still revolves mainly 
round cannabis (marijuana, hashish), 
LSD, amphetamines, and teenagers. 
There is a negligible amount of 
opiates in the Queensland black 
market, but a discussion of them 
could be timely. 
But let's first discuss the estab-
lishment attitude. The establishment 
attitude is set. Their main weapon is 
"addiction"—which is superficial but 
I convincing, to a gullible and well-
conditioned public. The main out-
come of this argument is that it 
infers that the solution lies in control 
of the drug's availability, that people 
arc "naughty" to gel "addicted", and 
should be punished. The whole 
argument is dubious, and can yield 
only meaningless conclusions. 
It is important to understand 
"addiction" and casual relationship 
are above the level of simple physical 
dependence. C Winick defines "ad-
diction"—"The drug addict is a 
person with certain personality char-
acteristics who happened to have 
selected this way of coping with his 
problems for a variety of reasons of 
which he is usually unaware. Not 
the least of these reasons is his 
access to a social group in which drug 
use is both practised and valued". (1) 
Constructive 
One does not have to look very far 
to realize that the problem of addic-
tion is not a simple one. This above 
definition already hints at the fact 
that the problem of drug dependence 
is a personality problem, in that the 
person's inadequacies, frustrations, 
anxieties, and fears drive him to 
relieve them in one form or another— 
sometimes as the orgasiasiic relief 
of a drug. That is, the nature of 
his problem determines the nature 
of his escape. In his first prcsideiitial 
papers of existential legislation, 
Norman Mailer recognizes this casual 
relationship: "It is possible that 
many people take heroin because they 
sense unconsciously that if they did 
not, they would be likely to commit 
murder, get cancer, or turn homo-
sexual". 
tributions for anybody who "gradu-
ates" from cannabis to heroin, many 
factors must be considered, and 
factors of those factors. The avail-
ability of the drug obviously affects 
the contributions to drug abuse, but 
this can be so superficial to the point 
of being meaningless. 
Personality inadequacies are far 
closer to the truth. Also there can be 
a healthy progression to another, by a 
person driven by intellectual curiosity 
and experimentation. This person 
could safely consume heroin a limited 
number of times (say twice), without 
dependence resulting. It is the pre-
disposed personality one with, say, 
a tendency to masochistically resign 
himself to the drug's effects, or 
compensate his inferiority complex in 
the drug's effects, who is susceptible 
to severe d.rug dependence. 
0 
8 
There is the possibility that drug 
dependence is inevitable, and desir-
able in that it is a more acceptable 
form of escape than many other 
forms; for example, murder. "It is 
even possible that the incipient psy-
chotic who chooses drugs is in a 
better position than one who tries to 
cope alone, for there is strong 
evidence that heroin addiction is a 
phase of life from which the addict 
slowly matures," (2) So their drug 
experiences could keep them sane, 
in a sense. One thing is certain, drug 
dependence is largely or totally de-
pendent upon the individual drug 
user. Consequently, the solution has 
little to do with the control of the 
drug's availability although one can-
not deny that control and anti-drug 
propaganda pushed by the govern-
ment and mass media affects those 
who have not yet tried drugs. But 
for those who have, this treatment is 
of little effect. Two US army psy-
chiatrists: 
"Marijuana addicts are unaffected 
by social disapproval, rewards, 
punishments or any of the incentives 
or deprivations which affect the 
behaviour of normal or even neurotic 
patients . . . The problems of mari-
juana addiction cannot be understood 
from the study of its effects on non-
addicts or even on persons who do 
not become addicts . . . It needs to 
be emphasized that the problem is 
not the drug, but the users of the 
drug . . . the addict in relation to 
himself and society . . . their back-
grounds . . ' adverse familial, social 
and economic factors . . . frustration 
and deprivation . . . unbearable 
aitxiety . . . shows hostility . . . those 
in authority . . . the addictive 
smoking of marijuana serves simul-
taneously as a satisfaction of all these 
drives. It is but one aspect of a 
complex picture of maladjustment." 
(3) 
Until the oflicial attitudes can 
transcent the emotional use of words 
like "addiction" and "depravity", we 
will not find any positive move to 
solutions of the drug problem. 
The second argument graciously 
passed down to us is the "drug 
ladder" or "domino" concept. This 
is supported by the well known 
statistic "90% of all heroin addicts 
have had some previous experience 
with marijuana". This can be dis-
counted as a form of argument by 
quoting "100% of all heroin addicts 
have had previous experience with 
wearing trousers". Obviously there 
is no connection between heroin 
addiction and the odd trouser-wear-
ing. Consequently the relationship 
between heroin and cannabis may 
be as meaningless as for that of 
trousers. 
To analyse any meaningful con-
The real question is whether a 
person who becomes dependent on 
heroin is any worse off, for doing so, 
than if he had remained in his 
alienated frightened world before, 
which in fact is the cause of his 
dependence. And will prosecution 
help this person? 
The next attack from governmental 
and self appointed moralists mounts 
to no more than smear tactics. To 
illustrate this one has to list half a 
dozen words or so, to which the 
public has been subtly exposed and 
conditioned by mass media and 
ignorance, and note the conditioned 
responses which range from fear to 
disgust. Such a list could be—homo-
sexual, communist (and RED), athe-
ist, criminal, sex and, of course, 
drug addict. 
Ironically enough, Pavlov's experi-
ments liken mass public reaction to 
the cause of drug dependence— 
"The experiments of Pavlov showed 
that any experience can be involun-
tarily and unconsciously associated 
in the mind with any other. 
Thus when we come across some-
one who is said to be "addicted" to 
a drug like marijuana which produces 
no physical habitation at all , . . he 
has been conditioned in a Pavlovian 
way to the drug . . . and every time 
he proves himself right his depend-
ence is strengthened." (4) 
In this very way, through a 
subtle collaboration of officials, the 
police force and mass media, drugs 
can be associated with other words 
and phrases to which the community 
is already conditioned. With this 
quote from a Sunday journal, the 
author (a barrister) associates drugs 
with racial and sexual prejudice. 
"After several weeks I have just 
completed exhaustive inquiries into 
the most insidious vice Scotland 
Yard has ever been called on to 
tackle—dope peddling . . . crime so 
vicious, so ruthless and unpitying . , . 
Hemp, marijuana, hashish represent 
a thoroughly unsavoury trade , , . 
victims . . . teenage British girls . . . 
racketeers are 90% coloured men . . . 
greatest social menace. My contact 
and I were two of six white men. I 
counted 28 coloured men . . . 30 
white girls. . . five coloured musicians 
. . . Girls and coloured partners 
danced with an abandon—a savagery 
almost—which was both fascinating 
and embarrassing . . . its coloured 
peddlers, its half crazed, uncaring 
young girls . . . "The day will come", 
said the dusky Jesse, "when this 
country will be all mixtures if we 
don't watch out. There will be only 
half castes."—(5) 
Recently, in an Australian Sunday 
paper, was the headline "Sex drug 
strapped to girl's body" and "Hashish 
is a sex drug". 
(Incidentally, hashish is not a sex 
drug.) The titles of these three books 
speak for themselves: Marijitaiia as a 
developer of criminals, (6) Sex Crazitig 
Drug Menace, (7) and Exposing the 
Marijuana Drug Evil in Swing Bands 
(8) We all remember Mr Donald 
Cameron (MHR) when he so gal-
lantly exposed how Foco was a 
centre of left-wing agitators, prosti-
tution, and the inevitable drugs. 
The public response is one of horror, 
and yet, of extreme complacency 
and resignation to alcohol, nicotine, 
barbiturates and phenacetin depend-
ence which is more common amongst 
adults than LSD, cannabis, and 
amphetamine dependence is among 
teenagers. 
All of these attitudes are inter-
woven with moral arguments. And 
valid moral arguments can be pre-
sented for abstinence in drug taking. 
But the whole basis of liberalism is 
individual freedom, to the extent 
where it does not interfere with 
someone else's freedom. If individuals 
choose to take drugs, we must "let" 
them. The decision is theirs, and not 
the law's. Norman Mailer: "Pass 
a bill making legal the sale of drugs. 
I happen to think that people who 
take drugs burn up the best part of 
their minds and gut their sex, but the 
same is true for those who drink 
too much, and alcohol is in a favoured 
position because the industries are 
so rich. While it would not necessarily 
be attractive to see a larger propor-
tion of people destroy themselves 
with drugs, it must be recognized 
that the right to destroy oneself is 
one of the inalienable rights." 
The paternalistic nature of our 
society can be guessed from a recent 
press statement of Inspector Simpson 
("HEAD" of CIB)—where he claims 
that catching the "victims" of drugs 
is a "humane and worthy social 
objective in itself. I fail to see how a 
fine of $200 up to $800 and/or six 
months jail, first offence plus a 
degrading criminal record is either 
humane or worthy. 
This paternalistic outlook leads to 
things like planting drugs on un-
convicted suspects, where the police 
now become the judge, and could use 
the law for their own ends. The police 
have too much power especially in 
respect to drug control . . . 
There is another question which 
needs considering and which prob-
ably can't be answered simply. 
That is, what danger exists if drugs 
precipitate a latent psychosis? A 
Scottish psychiatrist, D. R. Laing 
propounds an interesting theory. 
Laing is not only convinced that 
psychosis bears within it the seeds 
of its own cure, he considers it a 
vastly enriching experience that is 
denied most of mankind. He is even 
willing to accelerate the "trip" to the 
"inner self with psychedelic drugs, 
although he is much more cautious in 
his advocacy to them than to LSD 
Guru Timothy Leary. Yet, in the 
final lines of his most recent book 
The Politics of experience, Laing 
poetically pleads for such a journey. 
"If I could turn you on, if I could 
drive you out of your wretched 
minds . . ."—(9) 
And Winick's opinion: "Some 
users may begin taking marijuana as 
an unconscious attempt to cope and 
perhaps curb a developing psycho-
pathology."—(10) 
The next phase deals with the 
tantihzing association of some drugs, 
particularly LSD, with the mind. It 
was in this way in which LSD was 
first medically recognized (in the 
1950s). There was a close similarity 
to a patient under LSD, and the 
schizophrenic patient. An LSD-
induced state was known as "model 
psychosis". Because of the implica-
tions of such a dramatic revelation, 
many philosophical-religious groups 
have been born—the best known is 
League for Spiritual Discovery, with 
leader Tim Leary, and the followers 
use LSD for the "sacraments" in 
religious ceremonies. 
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Another angle of philosophical 
use of hallucinogens is expressed in 
Aldous Huxley's Doors of Percep-
tion, which describes a mescaline 
experience. The profanity of such 
experiences cannot be ignored. Under 
mescaline effects, these concepts be-
came clear for Huxley. 
"Neither agreeable nor disagree-
able," I answered, "It just is." 
Istigkeit—wasn't that the word Meis-
ter Eckhart liked to use? "Isness" 
Being of Platonic philosophy— except 
that Plato seems to have made the 
enormous, the grotesque mistake of 
separating Being from becoming, 
and identifying it with the mathe-
matical abstraction of the Idea. He 
could never, poor fellow, have seen 
a bunch of flowers shining with their 
own inner light and all but quivering 
under the pressure of the significance 
with which they were charged, could 
never have perceived that what rose 
and iris and carnation so intensely 
signified was no more, and nothing 
less, than what they were—a tran-
sience that was yet eternal life, a 
perpetual perishing that was at the 
same time pure Being, a bundle of 
minute, unique particulars in which, 
by some unspeakable and yet self-
evident paradox, was to be seen the 
divine source of all existence."—(11) 
There is an overwhelming tendency 
to link LSD with self-realization, 
God Discovery, and other enriching 
human experiences. A cross-section 
of clinical observations reveals some 
of the LSD mystery. 
Fifteen to 20 minutes after taking 
LSD there is no LSD left in the 
body, and the effects begin after 30 
minutes. This leads to the suggestion 
that the LSD triggers off some 
mechanism to produce the celebrated 
psychic effects, i.e. the LSD experi-
ence is an experience of the mind 
rather than of the drug. 
There is a perception increase. A 
comparison of the effects of LSD 
and those of exhaustion and sensory 
deprivation shows a few similarities. 
The brain has a sensory filtering 
mechanism, where it filters meaning-
less sense data (decided by the 
individual's previous experience re-
cord). This is why a mother can 
sleep soundly through the noise of 
traffic, but wakens at the cry of her 
child. Her computer-like sub-con-
scious mind notes traffic noise as 
being irrelevant in her present con-
text, but recognizes the baby's cry 
and notifies the conscious. This 
mechanism can be broken down when 
the person is (1) exhausted, (2) 
had sensory deprivation, or (3) under 
LSD. 
Thus the conscious notices many 
more things which were previously 
meaningless, and now profound, be-
cause of the increased perceptive 
activity. 
"The subjective effects of LSD 
can be roughly summarized thus: 
(1) sense impressions are perceived 
more strongly, colours are brighter, 
sounds like ticking clocks that one 
would not normally listen to, become 
strikingly audible; 
(2) the mechanism that relates one 
sense impression to another is dis-
abled, so that if a subject touches 
himself he may find that it is difficult 
to be sure that his hand is touching 
his leg; 
(3) the relation between current 
sense impressions and past experi-
ence is knocked out so that one sees 
things as if it were for the first tihie. 
Aldous Huxley's ineffable garden 
chair in The Doors of Perception is a 
famous example; 
(4) muscular co-ordination and pain 
perception are reduced; 
(5) personality testing shows that 
learned patterns of behaviour, logical 
thinking, role-playing, the elaborately 
acquired methods lhat enables us to 
survive and succeed, tends to be 
dissolved away; 
(6) with eyes shut, swiriing patterns 
of colour and shapes are seen; 
(7) hallucinations, ranging from 
images known to be no more than 
fantasies to full blown involvement 
in an unreal world, are common; 
(8) emotional repressions are attacked, 
and one behaves, for better or for 
worse more fundamentally. Emo-
tional reserves between people under 
LSD are knocked out of them, and 
they become more sensitive to each 
other's personalities; 
(9) memories and experiences that 
have been severely repressed into the 
unconscious can be relearned and 
experienced as reality. In neurotics 
and psychotics this experience can 
be overwhelming and damaging. 
So far, tlie effects of LSD can be 
summed-up by saying that the drug 
dissolves the crust that separates us 
both from the sensually experienced 
world and our own unconscious. 
The effect on civilized man is that 
often he discovered it—to his surprise 
—as large and strange a world inside 
his head as there is outside."—(11) 
One big effect LSD has is in 
knocking down the barriers beiween 
the conscious and unconscious. If 
the unconscious contains unpleasant 
material—frustration, fear, anxiety 
etc.—then the conscious's seeing this 
trauma could result in what is known 
in slang as "a freak-out". 
"I had the sensation . . . of a snake 
curling up round me . . . destruction 
. . . horrified . . . destruction . . . 
destroying myself . . . terrible 
struggle." This is how one LSD trip 
is described. There is a suggestion 
that the only difference between many 
neurotic people and schizophrenics 
is that the schizoids' hang-ups are 
overt. 
"LSD does no more than break 
down the mind's long established 
defences to let the conscious see the 
unconscious . . . LSD is only a road 
breaker."—(12) 
I believe, like Laing, that LSD 
can help an individual to discover 
things about himself, give him more 
happiness, peace of mind, inner 
freedom etc. But these things are 
also attainable through other less 
dramatic means — transcendental 
meditation and hypnosis etc., acting 
as a substitute or complementary 
with the use of LSD. I have experi-
mented with a few drugs, found them 
useful in their own way, but there is 
no longer the need for such experi-
mentation. Many people are in this 
position, and contented with it. 
So to answer the question of 
"drugs—constructive or destruc-
tive?", one must ask the question of 
who is in control—the man using the 
drug, wielding its benefits or being 
its victim, more usually a victim of 
himself. Of course, it depends, like 
so many things, on the individual— 
the decision is yours, baby I 
"When he says, 'these terrible 
drugs make me irresponsible', he 
perhaps means 'I take these drugs so 
I can be irresponsible' "—(13) 
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Ian Stuart* 
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CAMPVS Scene 
A question which may have come 
to you while reading these art-
icles is "Is there a drug scene 
on campus?" Depending on what 
you mean by 'scene', the answer 
can be both yes and no,If you 
understand 'scene' as one organ-
ised giDup including all the cam-
pus heads, the answer is no. 
If you mean that there is some 
fonn of communal drug taking, 
the answer is, of course, yes. 
I say, 'of course' because in 
any urban community the size of 
the university, there must be 
at least one person who exper-
iments with drugs, especially 
in such a community as ours, 
where learning about life is a 
tradition and aim, if not a fact. 
The campus scene consists in 
the main of small groups of 
individuals who meet together 
occasionally off campus for the 
purpose of taking drugs,In most 
cases at least one person in one 
group (cliche;drug ring) knows 
others in other groups, and 
therefore the news that a new 
shipment of drugs has arrived 
in Brisbane doesn't take long to 
spread amongst those interested. 
There are also a few individ-
ual drug-takers, but these prob-
ably get high in company with 
non-students, as a need for some 
company is produced by the drugs 
taken. 
Marijuana is the most common-
ly taken drug in the campus scene 
(not counting stimulants used 
before and during exams),Very 
little L.S.D. is taken, since it 
is very difficult to obtain, 
most supplies coming from either 
Sydney or the U.S. Marijuana is 
fairly easy to obtain, as much is 
grown locally, the remainder 
being imported from down south 
or overseas, mainly in the form 
of hashish. 
You may have noticed that I 
have mentioned drugs only of a 
hallucinogenic nature. This is 
so because these are the ones 
that lend themselves to intel-
lectual investigation and en-
joyment more than any other 
kind of drug, and as such apeal 
more to the Uni student. They 
are non-addictive, and are most 
rewarding physically, mentally, 
and spiritually to the user. 
Many questions about the Uni 
scene will have to retnain unan-
swered for security reasons, 
but if you have any questions 
about drugs and their effects, 
which you would like answered 
by a qualified person, Dr Mur-
ray Williams, Head of the 
Student Health Service , will 
give very valuable advice to 
any queries. 
One further aspect or facet 
of the scene I will mention, 
however, and that is L.O.M.C, 
the Legalization Of Marijuana 
Committee. Started at the begin-
ning of last year, it aimed at 
firstly liberalizing the laws 
connected with marijuana, and 
finally its complete removal 
from the Poisons Act. Most of 
LOMC's members have at one time 
or another taken marijuana, and 
so can certainly argue subjec-
tively; they are also very quick 
to produce references from emi-
nent publications in arguments, 
since they have studied the sub-
ject very thoroughly. 
In concluding this article I 
would like to point out that 
taking drugs of any kind, and .v> 
especially the hallucinogens, is 
a very personal matter, as they 
can change the personality of 
the user, and as such it should 
be an individual's own consider-
ed decision. If you would like 
to try a drug (and I am not say-
ing that you should), you won't 
find it that hard to obtain them. 
But if you do, think about it 
very deeply first. Read all you 
can about the matter. 
Then make your decision. 
Flying frocs the guts, cones voice aaund 
and ihythm, 
make tine for i t 
and i t will do the sane for you 
don't get restless 
there's nowlwre to go, *cos now we're 
where i t ' s at . 
Henri Hancini in stereo 
Rudolph Valentino in drag 
Rasputin lying, 
Napoloon Brandy breaka you 
coino fly with me, young girl 
tune your aenaory channals 
one by one 
then mix, 
aiia higher 
the target awaits. 
t-et'a mount our reepective yska 
and go find the Yeti 
you,my anow quaen, 
are an acrilan white waif 
galloping without brakes, 
into tho cyclic expanaas 
•f your mind. 
Turn off the light,aee better with eyes closed, 
touch me, yes, 
breathe hard 
with your peppannint nostrils 
down the baak of my neck 
melt , swell, 
shake, writhe 
hold ise, yes. 
before tho pace gets too fast 
dare you to look, ' 
backwarda and 
below. 
Hex HughsB. 
BEFORE THE FIRST 
Going crazy around and up and back 
flashing blasting burning intense yellow 
and orange red blue purple green 
Forever 
Going on all around unavoidable 
purple but bright and glowing with life 
yellow like vomit or underwater vessel 
Of guitars 
Going with love of death and eternity 
coming going and coming back—back 
to the life that is dead but now eternally 
Alive 
Going down deep down going going 
darkness growing and exploding into a 
hundred frenzied hated delights of 
soul self sensuous 
Unbounded 
Arriving growing to darkness of 
unseen light around the living lights 
of glorious loving coloured brightness 
And sound 
Sweeping over around about 
large and square and small and round 
from left and right from right and wrong 
Eternity 
Will live on by time that knows 
no bounds in hell or pleasure fine 
pleasure around unavoidable there 
forever 
And ever 
Floating back slowly quickly 
lights above so far from love—the harsh 
unrealistic reality returns to pervert 
And sin. 
tony melius '67 
MARIJUANA NEWS. 
The following motion was pas-
sed at the Febuary Conference of 
N.U.A.U.S.: 
16. without supporting or con-
doning the use of marihuana we 
oppose the fact that those pro-
secuted under anti-marihuana 
legislation are regarded as com-
mon criminals. We accordingly 
recommend to all state govern-
ments drastic modification of 
legislation controlling the sale 
and distribution of marihuana, 
UQU/FLINDERS 
CARRIED. 
LONE AT THE CHAPEL 
Fractions of conversations 
floating through atmosphere 
. fragments, incomprehensible 
imaginations 
fanning smoke, but there is no care 
Feelings of unknown mysteries 
fanciful and free 
funny little stories 
frothy with glee 
Smoke-laden air gets in my eyes 
sin in little comers 
sitting lonely and cries 
sunny eyes distinguish the loners 
Current of air blowing 
country sounds nowhere 
cold night-air glowing 
cannot come in here 
Shimmering, irridescent 
stone-ironwork blazing 
sitting in a cell, heaven-sent 
sirens come wailing. 
The age has come where the sun is 
like a great orange surrealistic basket 
ball, bouncing. The sky is as blue as 
the eyes of a skylark and the world is 
a green apple sliding between the 
universes. Wonder how it flies back 
side out shaving the unrealities of the 
big black beards . . . Down down 
ever into the Yarra. Black of the soul 
can indeed cause cancer, 
OSCAR PETERSEN LIVES! 
ANONYMOUS 
MESCALINE (3, 4, 5, tri-
methoxy phenethylamine). 
This hallucinogen is Isolated from the 
flowering buds (commonly known as 
mescal-buttons) of the peyote cactus 
(Lophophora wUliamsii). Dosage is 500-
800 mliligrams of mescaline, or j-J of an 
ounce of dried peyote. It is non-addictive. 
The efl'ect lasts approximately four hours. 
"1 
OCH, 
DMT (N, N-dimethyl try-
ptamine). 
Occurs naturally in the leaves of Prcs-
tionia amazonia. It is administered in-
tramuscularly^-dose 500 micrograms— 
with an immediate effect lasting 20 min-
utes to 1 hour. It may also be smoked, but 
this requires a dosage of 5-10 milligrams. 
Synthesis.'^ ""w«"!«'/? » " 
J t"tCrt,ri4n"^l 
{itX'iifl 4h.^t'f*\ti 
BUFOTENINE (5-hydroxy, 
N, N-dimethyl tryptamine). 
Isolated from Bufo alverius (Arizona 
desert toad), which contains up to 3 milli-
grams per gram of dried skin. 
H 
Synthesis: N-dimethylation of serotonin 
It is insoluble in water, but may be 
taken orally as the hydrochloride at a 
dosage of 200-300 micrograms. Time of 
effect is between 4 and 8 hours. 
PSILOCYBIN 
(O-phophoryl-4-hydroxy-
-Nj N-dimethyl tryptamine). 
Isolated from the fruiting bodies of the 
hallucinogenic Mexican fungus Psilocybe 
mexicana and the toadstool Amanita 
muscaria. It is extracted by pouring 
boiling dilute vinegar over the chopped-up 
fungus. 
a 
A/o-p-oH 
J 
o 
Synthesis: See Hoffman; Proceedings of 
the First International Congress of Neuro-
pharmacology. 
THC 
(Tetra-hydro-cannabinol). 
THC is the active principle in Cannabis 
sativa (marijuana, and its preparations 
such as hashish, bhang, etc.). IT IS NOT 
ADDICTIVR 
Synthesis: Taylor; Ibid, 88, 367, (1966). 
ADRENOCHROME 
Formed by the oxidation of dl adren-
aline by silver oxide. It forms as a red 
pigment; it is administered orally as the 
hydrochloride. 
'^N OH 
Dosage is 200-500 micrograms, and is 
non-addictive, as are all hallucinogenic 
compounds. This compound is however 
readily oxidized to the brown skin pigment 
Melanin, and must be used immediately or 
stored as the oxime which Is still potent, 
but requiring a dose about double that 
mentioned above. 
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SCIENCE 
NEWS 
Marijuana! 
Investigations carried out at the Boston 
University School of Medicine suggest ihat 
the action of marijuana is confined to the 
higher brain functions such as thinking and 
mood, without having any effect on reflexes 
and co-ordination. Habitual users tended to 
improve after smoking the drug; naive users 
became much worse on the lest (of reilexcs, 
etc.). Moreover the naive users were not 
always correct when asked if they had been 
given the drug in the cigarettes used in the 
experiment. 
SMOKING, ABORTIONS AND STILL 
BIRTHS 
Wayward fresherettes are advised that 
chain smoking is not a very effective method 
of abortion according to a reinterpretation 
and distortion of a recent report in the 
Briush Journal of Social and Preventive 
Medicine (Vol. 22). The reported increases in 
stillbirth and abortion are 0.8% over 
pregnant non-smokers. 
Light comes back to earth 
A recent theory put forward by 
Dr. M. Rowan-Robinson (of Queen Mary 
College, London) to explain quasars has 
supported the notion that the cosmos is 
geometrically closed. He has suggested that 
light from quasars may have travelled 
through our galaxy when it was a primeval 
gas cloud, and then round the universe and 
back to us again. This would explain some 
peculiar properties of the light from quasars 
(a type of star). 
Dehydrating Food Easily, 
("Journal of the Science of Food Agri-
culture." Vol. 19, p. 472). (Readers could 
use this method themselves). 
Scientists of the U,S, Dept. of Agriculture 
have developed a cheap and efficient method 
of drying foisd that practically anyone could 
use. This involves coating the food with a 
harmless and edible semi-permeable mem-
brane and then soaking it in a warm sugar 
solution for a few days during which water 
will diffuse through the membrane but the 
sugar does not enter the food. The membrane 
can be gums, protein, cellulose, or starch. 
Almost any food so treated can be stored 
safely for long periods and simply 
rchydrated by immersing in water. 
The success of this method so far has 
indicated it will become extremely popular 
in the future. 
lUNIVERSITY 
CHAPLAINS 
This year for the first time in (he hJstorj' of the 
L'niversiiy of Queensland ihrcc official chaplains 
have been appointed. One of those appointed is the 
Reverend Fr, M. F. Mahcr, S.J., thc«cc-rcctorof 
St. Leo's College. Fr. .Mahcr has had considerable 
experience of chaplaincy work at Adelaide where he 
has worked among university staff and students for 
the past seven years. The second of the two 
chaplains is the Reverend Canon D. L. Thawlcy. 
Canon Thawlcy, after being vice-principal of 
St. Francis' College for some years, is at present 
Chaplain to St. .Margaret's School and also to the 
sisters of the Society of the Sacred Advent. In the 
latter half of 1968 the Reverend T. Recs Thomas 
was appointed as chaplain for the remainder ofthc 
year. He will condnuc to act in this capacity until 
a new appointment is made. AU three chaplains 
hold masters degrees, Canon Thawlcy and Rev. 
Rees Thomas in Arts and Fr. .Maher in Ilconomics 
and Commerce. 
As these appointments represent a new-
departure, it is inevitable that the chaplains' duties 
should not yti have been determined with any 
precision. It is their wish to be of assistance to staff 
and students in whatever way they may be needed. 
They will work in close co-operation with the 
University health and counselling 5er\iccs, A 
committee is being formed which nitl assist their 
work and make such recommendations as seem 
desirable. On the committee there will be repre-
sentatives of the Students' Union, the Senate, the 
counselling scrnces, the University staff, the 
religious societies wilhin the University, nnd the 
various churches. 
The University Counselling Ser%ice has been able 
to make a room available for the chaplains* use 
in the Relaxation Block. There they will be avail-
able for private interviews, it Is hoped that 
eveotuolly it will be possible to find some perman-
ent oceommodation. It is also hoped that chaplains 
will eventually be appointed lo work full time at the 
University, For the present they can only work 
part time. Nevertheless at least one of them should 
be available at any time in the week in case of 
need. Appointments (a sec any one of the chaplains 
may be made through the reception desk at the 
offices bf the Counselling Services or they may, of 
course, be approached personally, or by phone at 
any time. The telephone numbers are; Canon 
TIIAWLEV, 6 4938i Rev, T, REES TIIO.MAS 
7 4936 (home); Fr. AIAHER, 7 5316 (St, Leo's), 
The chaplains hope that they will quickly become 
a recognized part of the University *'sct-up", along-
side many others who serve the community of staff 
and students. It is not a part of their purpose to 
proselytize. At the same time, they hope lo add 
something to the maintenance of a Christian 
presence within the University both on the level of 
free discussion and in giving counsel and help to 
•'••>sc who rc<}uirc it. 
TEACHERS' 
UNION 
ELECTIONS 
The contestants in the coming presi-
dential elections of the Queensland 
Teachers' Union are representative of two 
factions. 
The Head-Teachers and Principals are 
represented by Mr, Sinclair and Mr. Semple. 
The staff teachers are represented by 
Mr, Anderson and Mr, Norrie, The paid 
position of President (for the first lime) 
will be decided between Mr. Anderson and 
Mr, Semple, 
Already these four men have expressed 
Iheir views and policies in the Teachers' 
Journal, The two head-teachers favour the 
slow conservative approach: "the constant 
drop of water to wear away opposition". The 
staff-teachers use the word "ACTION" as 
their catchcry, being reluctant to allow the 
progressive measures introduced by 
Mr, Baldwin to be submerged in an ocean 
of indifference, 
Mr, Semple in his articles has been 
outspoken against "The Baldwin Machine", 
yet seems in his articles to be claiming the 
credit for most of his active measures. 
The old definition of professionalism, 
translated as "loyalty, dedication to doing a 
good job, and not being a nuisance to your 
principal, never letting your parents or the 
public know what is wrong with the schools, 
making do with whatever vagaries of the 
budget allot you" no longer applies. One 
can understand how hcadteachers and the 
like have supponed the "professional 
mystique". It justifies their existence, but 
Queensland teachers are not keen on accept-
ing the label of professional if it is at the 
cost of good wages and conditions. These 
teachers, like members of the other profes-
sional associations in Australia, appreciate 
the value of collective bargaining and 
positive, active policies. They will not, it is 
hoped, be misled by the red herring of 
"professionalism". 
They have in their united opposition to 
the "Govemmeni Emergency Training 
Scheme" exhibited their release from the 
bondage of conformism. The prediction is, 
lhat in the presidential election, teachers of 
Queensland will follow the pattern sei in the 
LJ,S.A, and choose active measures to ensure 
their status and ihcir salaries. The predictibn 
is lhat they will nol follow meekly behind the" 
Head-Teachers hoping to receive some ofthc 
crumbs of their rich fare. Teachers arc 
beginning to realize that the conservatism of 
the head-teacher and the like is not their 
policy; they need not hide behind the 
insulation of "professionalism". 
The prediction is that teachers will 
support the active policies of Anderson and 
Norrie, and let the head-teachers support 
the policies of conservatism of Semple and 
Sinclair. 
P3-H. 
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ANYONE FOR WAR? 
An interesting report that the ofRcer in 
charge of recruiting for the British Army is 
decrying the fact that his army is not engaged 
in a war at the moment. It seems that 
recruiting falls dramatically in time of 
peace, (Maybe Tasmania should declare 
war on Britain rather than the mainland,) 
Il was amazing to observe ihe reactions 
of some Australians watching the Rose-
Rudkin fight. One comment overheard at 
the Regatta was "Hit 'im in ihe stomach, 
Rudkin; That's where all niggers are weak!" 
Here's a welcome reassurance to all maso-
chist student demonstrators; Sergeant 
Chalmers of the N.S.W. Police, whilst 
recently addressing Sydney university stu-
dents, was quoted as saying?—"I know you 
will laugh at this but policemen love uni-
versity students." 
—DAMN! Now look what he's done— 
just restored my faith in what mother used 
to say: "The policeman IS your friend," 
Quote of the week from ihe student's 
Union Hon. Secretary Peter Clarke— 
"From tomorrow, I'll start being bureau-
cratic." (What! After six months in ofBcC; 
Pete?) 
On the subject of Lenny Duck, it 
appears that there was quite a siir in Union 
OfTice following orders "from above" which 
staled lhat during his period of oi!ice at 
least, the Honourable Peter Clarke wished all 
staff to address him as "Mr," (Efficiency 
demands doing away with Christian names 
—no sitting on Knees this year!) 
One of the remarkable features of the 
Radical movement at Queensland Uni-
versily, up till now, has been ihe complete 
lack of any serious ideological conflicts, 
(Unlike Monash for example.) However it 
was a heartening scene last week to see such 
a conflict arise at an S.D.A. general meeting 
discussing the University Student-Staff 
control campaign, A quite healed discussion 
and a big name-calling occurred with all 
sorts of accusations flying (including 
"arrogance" " reformisi" and "dogmatism".) 
All ended—well, but it is good to see that 
the old "monologue-spokesman" days have 
died a sudden death, and most members are 
vocally participating. 
Michael Kelly, (ex-presideni of Fedor, 
The Creative Society, CA.S, and ex-officio 
editor of Semper Floreal) was recently asked 
by staff reporters to confirm the rumour that 
he was running for 1970 Union President. 
In reply, Kelly, ihe initiator and driving 
force behind "GENITALS" (Qld. free Uni.) 
was quoted as saying "I'm not using this for 
political ends, but to be as constructive as I 
can be while I am here. I am no political 
animal. 
So many limei in the papers you see the 
phrase "the N,L,F,, the political arm of the 
Vietcong" ihai I wondered what the reverse 
situation would be, and the result? "Cabinet 
—the political arm of the R.S.L." and 
"Congress—the polilical arm of the 
Pentagon." 
Talking about the war, "Informed sources 
—secretly contacted" tell me that the 
number of prominent reporters and journa-
lists, who work for the Courier and Tele-
graph and are opposed to ihe Vietnam war, 
is surprisingly high; yet this is not at all 
noticeable in their work (anyone know 
why?). 
It also appears that a certain cartoonist 
noted for his drawings of large hands and 
pairs of birds chanting "This is no place for 
us" originally used to put bite\nxo his efforts, 
however the old story— 
So the University Administration have 
decided to ignore the student's Union ban 
on slosh ball this year—have been preparing 
the great court area for weeks. (Even rain 
doesn't stop them—how green do they 
want it?) 
Spread the word: . 
HUNT DOVCN SHARPE! V- you 
really talked me in to i t J ) 
A word of advice to those students using 
the Union Office facilities either as 
individuals or members of clubs and 
societies. Despite your impaiicncc to have 
requests immediately attended to, stop and 
remember every now and then that those 
cheerful staff members are human like the 
rest of us and are not plotting against you, 
A case in point is the fellow who at 5 p.m, 
(closing time) one Tuesday afternoon, 
brought in 150 envelopes to be typed and 
was told to come back the next day. 
You guessed it; dead on 9 a.m. (opening 
time) Wednesday morning, he returned to 
pick up the "finished" job. (Must have 
expected the cleaners on night shift lo do the 
work.) 
De»pitc the concerted tfTorti m«de to 
kill it, FOCO still live» on and the 
Sunday night attendance curve is now 
rising again (with recent help from MAX 
MERRirr and the METEORS), 
Just keep in mind the fad that the cost of 
one Fi l l is more than the sum required to 
make Universily education free for all 
students (Anyone know the current market 
price for scrap metal?) 
City Planners! Is that what they call 
them!!!? When is the Wilbur Smith plan 
going to incorporate into its roads a third 
traffic lane for demonstrations, (Students— 
Detnand an expressway from Uni. to 
Roma St,!) 
ON THE SUBJECT OF MACHINES 
The U,S. Deputy Defence Secretary 
Mr. Packard—quoted as saying that with 
regard lo the final authority for triggering 
the A.B,M. Missile System—-"I could not 
recommend any system which would rely 
on the decision of a computer" and only the 
President should have power to push the 
button, 
(GOLDWATER? JOHNSON? NIXON? 
REAGON? WALLACE?) 
You learn by mistakea -
Student found supporting hie 
mistress tougher than expected 
so taught her not to eat... 
he just had her trained veil, 
and the bitch went and dledt 
Despite a denial lhat there was Union 
support for the Israeli "Bomb in Refectory" 
leaflet (from President Wormslee), a serious 
controversy developed over this alleged 
Students' Union backing, 
(Supposedly, the Union Constitution con-
tains a "STAY APOLITICAL CLAUSE", 
however too often the Union has been will-
ing to commit itself to one viewpoint, e,g. on 
Czechoslovakia and Ireland, yet it remains 
silent on the issues directly affecting Aus-
tralian students such as the Vietnam war 
and conscription,) 
Remarkable the number of flats furnished 
with Regatta glasses and refectory cutlery, 
plates, chairs and tablet, etc, (quick, httJe 
that smug look on your face.) 
The Boss on Campus Bob Wormslee, was 
recently quoted in the Telegraph as saying 
" 1969 will be a year of Rest" (for whom may 
I ask?) 
Seen on a notice board ofTSt Lucia Road: 
"God writes Semper Floreat" (True?) 
Ever notice how . publicity conscious 
police are in demonstrations—"they really 
go for cameras." (Orr—You talked roc 
into it.) 
This is yoxir mild mannered 
reporter signing off for 
yet another week, but Just 
remember to keep those 
empty closets and telephone 
booths rolling in folksI 
Illh it tn indivkluil CDIUITIII IIKI 
dflci Mil Tclaic III cdimriil policy. 
Clutch! 
SHADES OF THE 1890'5 
AMD THE »20«S 
GREAT STUFF FOR PADS... 
GAS LIGHTS, OLD PRI(\rTS. 
THEATRICAL FURNITURE... 
AODIO TACTILE TRAPPINGS 
Bx customers will be 
welcome at my villa 
in Spain in 1974.. 
carmaby^ 
antkiues 
266 LUTWYCHE RD. 
WItMDSOR. 575960.. 
GLENRICH RANCH. 
The people who 
turn students 
into PRIMARY 
PRODUCERS and 
save tax. 
Contact 
108 Creek St., 
BRISBANE. 4000. 
Phone 2 6973 
or enquire at 
SEMPER OFFICE. 
ABC 
YOUTH 
CONCERT 
SERKS 
QUEENS-
LAND 
SYMPHONY 
ORCHES-
TRA 
Conductors: Hdcn Quach 
Artists: 
Season tickets for 
s t u d e n t s to 25 
years $3.25 
Box p l a n now 
open at ABC con-
cert department. 
Stanford Robinson 
Tibor Paul 
Helen .McKinnon 
Roger Woodward 
Wanda Wilkomirska 
Netania Davrath 
Kerry Smith 
Special Appearance: 
California Youth Symphony 
Orchestra 
Conductor: Aaron Stcn 
Soloist: Patricia Michaclian (Piano) 
Box Office Hpurs: 
fi.30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday to Friday 
8.30 a.m, to 11.30 a.m. Saturday 
Bookincs for Iinclish Chamber Orchestra 
Concert 11 April, Brisbane City Hall 
available to Youth Concert Subscribers 
at concession prices. 
BROCHURES WITH FULL DH-
TAILS AVAILABLE AT UNION 
OFFICE AND AT THE BOOK-
ING OFFICE, ABC CONCERT 
DEPARTMENT. 6th FLOOR, 
PENNY'S BUILDING, ADE-
LAIDE STREET. 
LOOKING 
FOR THE 
RIGHT 
BANK? 
We're here. We have a full branch right inside the University, 
providing every savings and trading bank service. 
Easy to f i nd— 
1st FLOOR 
STUDENT UNION BUILDING 
We also have a sub-branch in the J.D. Story Administration 
Building. It's handy and you get all banking services there too. 
Savings accounts, cheque accounts, overseas business, 
travellers' cheques—we provide them all. AND our cheque 
books and passbooks have "University of Queensland (St. 
Lucia)" on them. 
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 
Savings Bank 
Mon.-Thurs. 
Friday 
Trading Bank 
Mon.-Thurs. 
Friday 
Get with the Strength 
BMK eoMMommm 
. . , It's the B/ggest/ 
9.30 a.m.-3 p.m. 
9.30 a.m.-5 p.m. 
10a.m.-3 p.m. 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
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Pantlus 
dry cleaners 
Also Dry 
Cleaning, 
i^aundry, And 
Shoe Repairs. 
LEAVE GARMENTS 
AT UNION SHOP 
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TO ALL 
UNI. STUDENTS. 
57 1266 
( ADVERTISEMENT ) 
"Semper Floreat is 
trash.'" 
...Bob Alien, 
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Interested in 
INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS? 
HISTORY? POLITICS? 
ECONOMICS? 
WORLD REVIEW (Journal of the 
Australian Institute of International 
Affairs) provides: 
* a reliable but concise background 
to world events, in particular those 
of direct importance to Australia 
and Asia. 
* lively articles on international aflfairs 
written by specialists. 
Vol. 8 No. 1, out now, includes: 
Malaysia-Singapore: Neutrality or 
Regional Defence . . . Justus M. 
van der Kroef 
Stability in South-East Asia 
Milton Osborne 
Java's Population Problem during the 
Colonial Period . . . Chr. L. M. 
Penders 
Papua New Guinea, Australia and 
the Winds of Change . . . R. M. S. 
Hamilton 
Other articles during 1969 will in-
clude: 
"Australian Trade with the Warsaw 
Pact Countries". 'Tolitical Parties in 
Post Wat Japan", "Australia in the 
International Oil Market", "Czecho-
slovakia, NATO and the Warsaw 
Pacts", "Soviet Strategic Interests 
in the Pacific", "Australia and UN 
Sanctions". 
Medical Undergraduates! 
There are unrivalled 
professional career 
opportunities as Medical Officers 
in the modern 
X".^-
;;^?' Navy *Army 
and i Air Force 
with all the benefits of Commissioned Rank, 
generous pay and allowances, and study costs paid. 
if you are accepted to complete your 
degree studies in the Undergraduate 
scheme, you will have your University 
tuition ana examination fees paid, 
all necessary text books provided, 
meals and accommodation provided — 
or receive an allowance to cover them. 
You will receive free medical and 
dental attention and hospitalisation. 
A generous salary will be paid while 
you are studying, plus a clothing 
maintenance allowance and, if 
applicable, a marriage allowance. 
Upon graduation you are guaranteed a 
professional appointment with status, 
appropriate salary and retirement 
benefits. 
The life of a Medical Officer in the 
Navy, Army or Air Force, is a rewarding 
one, with opportunities for travel, 
Issued by Ihc Director Geni't-il ol RecruilniB, Otpntlment ol Delcnce. 
diversity of experience, advanced 
specialised training and promotion. 
There is plenty of sport and recreation 
Officers' Mess life, social activity and 
wonderful friendships to be made. 
if you have successfully completed 
the first three or more years of your 
medical course, you are eligible for 
acceptance under the Undergraduate 
Scheme. Applicants must be 
Australian Citizens or British Subjects 
ordinarily resident in Australia. 
Full details and conditions for 
acceptance are available to you now, 
Visit the Services Career Officers at: 
Recruiting House, 130 IVlary Street, 
Brisbane, Qld., 4000. telephone 31 1031. 
CMUP.84,98 
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clause to be inserted in the 
redistribution bill, e.g. when 
ever a certain (low) percentage^ 
of electorates get outside the 
allowable variation range for 
numbers of voters per seat, a 
redistribution would occur. 
Further leaflets and teach-ins 
have been projected by the 
Rotten Boroughs Committee. 
The issue far outstrips 1967 
and 1968's civil liberty/free 
speech issue in complexity 
and difficulty of solution, 
though it has no greater 
fundamental association with 
theories of democracy. This 
In the Srd week of term Dennis Mr. Murphy then speculated, difference is a gauge of the 
Murphy, history Dept., laid by the Country Party compared perceptively judging by the growth of commitment and the 
more groundwork for the Rotten with 19,000 in a municipal seat attention paid to his words, deepening of consciousness on 
Boroughs campaign being fought held by a Labor or Liberal man. on the metaphysical effects the campus in the last three 
by the city-and-campus-based of such a stagnant, closed- years. 
Radical Movement. The campaign The 1958 redistribution, he down system of representation 
is expected to climax immediate-said, which was not as flagrantly on the men and women and on . 
ly prior to and during the immoral as some earlier jobs, the parties in the State's Michael O'Neill 
State Elections. The exact was designed by Nicklin, then political life. An opposi-
nature of the climax, whether Country Party Premier, to keep tion party could become dis-
the Liberals as second-stringers couraged if it had no real 
in the coalition. Oddly, this sort of chance in elections, 
was acquiesced in by the As a result of this none of 
Liberals because, in Mr. Murphy's the worthwhile people in the 
view, they were so delighted community were attracted to 
with their recent gains, from it, and the standard of its 
concerted public boycott of 
the polling booths or mass 
demonstrations or both will 
be decided by events. The 
sane alternative - i.e. the 
unbending of the Government 
in accession to the reasonable eight to eighteen seats, that 
criticisms of reasonable men any method of consolidating 
and women, and thereafter the them seemed attractive. This 
emendation of the electoral honeymoon lasted until the 
boundaries - has been despair- advent of Charles Porter, a 
ed of by all but the most somewhat more liberal Liberal, 
optimistic and charitable. 
The illusion created by having 
Mr. Murphy's lunchtime address presumably unbiassed, non-party the State had one quota 
opposition in the House 
fell away. The result was 
the decay of political life. 
Assessing the situation and 
offering proposals for the 
future, Mr. Murphy reminded 
the audience that in 1910 
NOMINATIONS are called for the' 
following vacancies on the 
58th Council of the University] 
of Queensland Union. 
POSITIONS VACANT 
was given to a moderately 
full house in the Relaxation 
Block. Unfortunate co-
incidences, (Semper No.2 was 
just out), caused a lack of 
attention at first to his 
quiet, serious examination of 
the facts of Queensland 
political history spiced with 
relevant, pointed facts and 
anomalies in the electoral 
boundaries and voter rolls. 
Eventually the readers of 
leaflets etc., became 
distracted by his talk and 
began listening. It became 
clear that the Rotten Borough 
issue had sufficient complex-
ity and substance to support 
a real campaign and hold the 
attention of the 9ampus. 
electoral commissioners doing (a representation closer 
the distribution was exploded to justice in terms of the 
by Mr. Murphy's assertion that number of voters behind 
these worthies merely execute each member of the House), 
the map-drawing and mathematical This was in a day when some 
donkeywork. The policy and credible argument could be 
guidelines for their work are adduced for a country 
laid down by the sitting Cabinet weighting; i.e. the dis-
before they are appointed. For proportionate share of the 
instance, in 1958 Nicklin and 
Mr. Murphy traced the history 
of country dominance in the 
Queensland parliament, the 
tradition at least since the 
Co. decided that Queensland 
should have a certain number 
of Country seats, a certain 
number of metropolitan seats, 
and a certain number of pro-
vincial city seats. The cate-
gory of provincial city seats 
was a stroke of genius, Mr. 
Murphy said. It provided safe 
Labor seats in places like 
Gympie, at the same time keep-
ing these pockets of Labor votes High incidence there and 
State's income that came 
from rural industries. 
Surely, he reasoned, we 
could expect as fair treat-
ment in 1969 when those 
extenuating circumstances 
no longer obtained. 
Another anomaly, just in 
passing, was the Inala 
satellite of the electorate 
of Salisbury, already huge. 
out of the surrounding country 
seats. Thus sitting members of 
all political colours were kept 
happy, their seats secured and 
war In both A.L.P, and Liberal- the status quo assured. This 
Country Party Governments of strategy, with the country 
arranging electoral boundaries surrounding and dominating the 
to exclude and include areas of city, was worthy of Mao Tse Tung, help, 
voters according to the results he said. 
elsewhere of migrants meant 
that they were under-
represented; many migrants 
of course not even being on 
the rolls. Yet they are the 
people most often approach-
ing parliamentarians for 
desired (gerrymander;) and of 
dividing the State into 
electorates, through the 
agency of appointed Commiss-
ioners, which predispose the 
\ final ratio of seats between 
( Government and Opposition 
\ (malapportionment;) e.g. 
V 7000 voters in a seat held 
Two possible ideas for 
Charles Porter was the only man correcting this anti-
in the House who came out strong-democratic drift were put 
ly for "one vote, one value". to the meeting, one by 
Mr. Murphy said this could be 
seen in two alternate ways: 
either as Liberal self-seeking, 
or true liberalism. He did not 
say which view he preferred. 
ARTS REPRESENTATIVE 
(Part-Time) (1 position) 
EDUCATION REPRESENTATIVE 
(Part-Time) (1 position) 
SCIENCE REPRESENTATIVE 
(Part-Time) (1 position) 
Nominations close at 5 p.m. 
Friday, Uth April, 1969, at 
Union Office, St. Lucia. 
Late nominations will NOT be 
accepted. In accordance with 
Part VI, Clause 16, of the 
Union Constitution, elections 
for the above vacancies will 
be held at Union Council 
Meeting 21st April, 1969, by 
written secret ballot on the 
simple plurality system. 
Candidates and their nominors 
will be given the opportunity 
to address Council prior to 
the vote being taken. 
All nominations shall be 
signed by three (3) members 
of the Uni&n (one of whom 
shall be designated the 
nominor, and the others of 
whom shall be designated the 
seconders) having the same 
faculty status as the nominee, 
and shall be countersigned by 
the member nominated. 
Nominations forms and further 
details may be obtained from 
Union Office, St. Lucia. 
ELECTORAL OFFICER 
Mr. Murphy: an automatic 
re-distribution by an all-
party board every seven 
years; and one from the floor.,Q., „ , ,o,_ 
of the meeting: an automatic 1^^^^ "^"^' ^^^^• 
Douglas Jones 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND UNION 
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ROriEN BOROUGHS 
"To what gross absurdities. . . where scarce so 
much housing as a sheepcote> or more inhabitants 
than a shepherd is to be found, send as many repre-
sentatives to the grand assembly of lawmakers as a 
whole county numerous in people and powerful in 
riches. This strangers stand amazed a(, and cvery-
1 one must confess needs a remedy . . . " (John Locke, 
Of Civil Government, Sec. 157, 1690) 
"The principle of democracy . . . professes 
I equality as its very root and foandatiDn... there is 
not equal suffrage where every single individual 
does not count for as much as any other single 
individual in the community." (JohJa Stuart Mill, 
Considerations on Representative Government, 
Chap. VII, 1861) 
"Legislators represent people, not trees or acres. 
Legislators arc elected by voters, not farms or 
cities or economic interests. As long as ours is a 
representative form of government, and our legis-
lators are those instruments of govermnent elected 
directly by and directly representative of the 
people, the right to elect le^slators in a free and 
unimpaired fashion is a bedrock of our political 
system." {Earl Warren, Chief Justice of the United 
States, Reynolds v Sims, 1964) 
The above statements span nearly three hundred 
years of our Western democratic tradition. As 
articles of our democratic faith, they say at least 
two things about the system of 'Representative 
Democracy':—first, that legislators represent 
human beings (not sheepcotcs), and second, thai 
one man's vote is the equal of another's. The con-
cept is expressed in the slogan, One Man—One 
Vote—One Value. 
An electoral system which accepts anything less 
refutes one of the most precious tenets of our 
political heritage. How many Australians have died 
to preserve the right of equal suffrage? Yet what 
hasbeenwonon the battlefield has been taken away 
by a succession of Queensland governments. 
Though Queensland may nol be the only govern-
ment m Australia which has erred in this respect, 
its record unfortunately is one of the least enviable. 
Certainly there is no reason why Queenslanders 
cannot begin the task now of setting their so-called 
democratic house in order. 
The prindple of 'sbccpcote voting' must be 
replaced by one which equally weights- -as nearly 
as possible—each man's vole. The man who lives 
in the country is not better than the urban or 
suburban dweller—nor is the converse proposition 
acceptable. All men are politically equal in their 
' rights. To deny the equality of the vote is to advo-
cate not democracy but elitism. 
Therefore, the task confronting Queenslanders is 
to eliminate their 'rotten boroughs'—i.e., those 
I electorates which number far fewer voters than the 
[ average number of voters per electorate. Not only 
must the voters be apportioned equally between 
the electorates, but it is necessary fnr the law lo 
proclaim luequivocally the principle of One Man— 
I One Vote—One Value. Otherwise ihe inequality of 
I the 'rotten borough' system will most assuredly 
I reappear after each redistribudon. 
That 'rotten boroughs' exist in Queensland is an 
I irrefutable fact. The question is how rotten is the 
system? The statistics reveal some glaring dis-
crepancies. For cxa-nplc, to cite one of the most 
extreme cases (according lo 1966 census), the 'rot-
I ten borough' of Mulgrave listed only 7,092 voters, 
whereas the grossly under-represented seat of 
I Salisbury contained 18,334 voters. In other words, 
if you lived in Mulgrave, your democratic voting 
right was worth almost three times that of the badly 
disfranchised elector of Salisbury. The ratio in 1969 
I is probably even greater. 
Citing the ratio between the most undcr-
I represented and most over-represented electorates 
is oitly one method of measuring what in America is 
called 'malapportionment'. Two other ways arc to 
calculate the percentage margins off a statewide 
quota, or lo compute the minimum percentage 
of voters which could be represented by a majority 
of the legislators. Unfortunately, the Queensland 
electoral system fares poorly by either standard of 
measurement. If the quota margin system for the 
Slate's seventy-eight seats is invoked, the figures 
(based on the 1966 average of about 11,400 voters 
I per electorate) arc as foUowsi 
OVER-REPRESENTED ELECTORATES 
0% to S% less than the margin— 6 seals 
S% to 10% less than the margin— 3 seats 
10% to 20% less than the margin—14 seats 
20% to 30% less than the margin—10 seats 
30% to 37% less than the margin—^ seats 
42 
I UNDER-REPRESENTED ELECTORATES 
(Of particular interest is tht {..ct that 21 of the 
over-represented seals in exce!,^ of 10% ore held 
by the Country Party and 25 of' the under-
represented scats in excess of 50% are held by the 
Liberal Party and the ALP. 
When using the other method of determining 
the 'rottenness' of Queensland's electoral system 
(a measure sometimes referred lo as the "Index of 
Representativeness"), it appears that 41.1% of 
the electors could elect a majority in the Parlia-
ment. 
While it is conceded that a small degree of 
'roltenness' is unavoidable due to shifts in popula-
tion and the general inability to draw boundaries 
perfectly, the 'rottenness' in Queensland for 
exceeds any tolerable level. In fact, what makes 
the discrepancibs between electorates particularly 
objectionable is that they are not only the result of 
a time lag in redistribution, but—much worse than 
that— they exist because the Govcnmicnt deliber-
ately inscribed unequal electorates into the 195S 
Electoral Districts Act (Part HI, S. 10 (3)). The 
Government legislated for elitism and against 
democracy, lite its predecessor, the Labor 
Government, il rigged the electoral system lo its 
own political advantage, making it impossible for 
Ihc Opposition to return to power unless it polls 
approximately 54% of the vote,* 
The rigging or creating of the 'rotten boroughs' 
was achieved in Ihe 1958 Electoral Act through Ihe 
principle of totung. The Stale was divided into 
three zones: Metropolitan, Country, and Provincial 
Cities. The number of seats for the Metropolitan 
zone were set at twenty-eight; for the Country zone 
at thirty-eight. In the Pro\-incial Cities zone, 
Ipswich, Rockhampton, Toowoomba and Towns-
villc were given two seats each, and Cairns, 
.Mackay, Bundabcrg and Maryborough one seat 
each. In the districting of the .Metropolitan and 
Country electorates a margin of 20% cither way 
from the zone quota (not statewide quota) was to 
be permitted. 
The immediaie cRcct, in 195S, was to establish 
the average country electorate at about 4,000 
voters less than the average provincial city elector-
ate, and at about 3,000 voters less than the average 
Metropolitan electorate. Furthermore, because the 
provincial dlics differed in size, and because twenty 
per cent deviations were tolerated In the metro-
politan and country electorates, some of the inter-
zone variations were much greater than the 
average figures. 
Thereupon, these initia] variations, wtiich had 
been inscribed into the law, were exacerbated by 
the Government's failure over the next decade lo 
adjust the boundaries for shifts in population—so 
that today some really gross inequalities exist! 
A bad law has been compounded into a worse 
situation. 
Of course, it is not difBcult )o comprehend why 
an unjust law was passed and why the situation 
was aUowed lo become more unjust. The Country 
Party's support came from the undcrpopulatrd 
electorates of the country zone (with a few minor 
exceptions), while the Labor Party's and the 
Liberal Party's strength tended to be concentrated 
in the electorates of the two other zones. Thus the 
Country Party devised a method of perpetuating 
itself in power as the majority partner of the 
Government coalitiDn. The reaUty of this state-
ment is reflected In the ovcraU electoral statistics 
of the 1966 Stale clectlon.'^* 
Party Statewide Per Cent Number of Scats 
of Votes 
Country 19.3 27 
Labor 43.9 26 
Liberal 25.5 20 
DLP 6.2 1 
Independent 5.1 4 
30% 
40% 
50% 
60% 
to 5%i 
to 10% I 
to 20% 1 
10 40% 1 
to 50% I 
to 60% I 
I the margin— 
I Ihe margin— 
I the margin— 
I the margin— 
I the margin— 
I the margin— 
I the margin— 
Total 
3 seats 
8 scats 
5 seats 
8 seats 
2 scats 
1 seat 
1 seal 
36 
78 teats 
* A projected aiimatc by a m c m ^ of ihc Dcpanment of 
Gtivernmeni, Univenity of Queensland. 
*• The figures jhould be comidered In light of the fact ihai nol 
all of the panics contest all of the seals, that some pania 
have naturally concentrated areas otsuppon, and lhat the 
compilation is based on first prtfercnccs. Nevertheless, the 
dinTercnces 'between pcrccniaiie of votes and number of 
seats won are lo great that ihcy cannot be accounted for 
solely by these finon. A case «f poUtical fraud clearly nisis. 
PROPOSALS FOR ELECTORAL JUSTICE 
The problem is how to amend an electoral system 
thai generates '^rotten boroughs". The solution 
definitely is not to just introduce a re-distribution of 
electorates. Much more basic reforms are needed-
In the interest of good govenmicnt in order to 
implement the principles of representative 
democracy- this Committee proposes the follow-
ing reforms: 
(1) That Parliament confine itself, in matter of ] 
electoral distribution, to Iwo functions: 
(a) dclerminalion of the total nimibcr of I 
seats in the Legislative Assembly, and (b) 
appointment of an independent electoral 
commission, the appalntmcnt of its three 
members to be made by every party in 
Parliament holding one or more scats, with 
each party having only one vote. (Currently, 
the Governor in Council appoints a quasi-
independent commission Electoral Act, 
Part n i , S. 8). 
(2) That Ihc Independent electoral commission 
redistribute electorates after every septenary 
census. (Currently, the Governor in Council 
decides when a re-distribution is necessary-
Electoral Act, Part IV, B). 
(3) That a statewide quota be established every 
seven years on the basis ofthc total nimibcr of 
voters in Ihe State divided by the number of | 
legislative seats. 
(4) That the electoritl commissioners proceed to 
drnw the boundaries for the electorates, , 
allowing for a 7,S% margin off Ihe quota 
cither way and giving as much consideration 
as possible lo the follouing factors: (a) com-
munity or diversity of interest, (b) means of | 
communication, (c) physical fcotures, (d) 
boundaries of local authorities, and (c) 
probable future movements of poptdaiion. 
The commissioners nill hear appeals from 
indiriduals imd groups before declaring their 
final distribution. 
These proposals embody three major reforms. 
First, they reject the principle of zones; second, 
they limit deviations from the quota to 7.5%; and 
third, they make re-distribution mandatory every ' 
seven years, to short, they take control and 
manipulation of a prcdous democratic right away 
from opportimistic politidans. 
This the Committee feels - is the only way to 
rid Queensland of its 'rotten boroughs', to tear 
down ils 'sheepcotcs', and lo resume the traditioo 
of representative democracy. 
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The mosl comprehensive recent study of'rotten 
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apportionment Australian Style", Politics, Vol. 
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states is contained in D. Murphy, "Democracy nith 
a Difference", Vietvpoini, Vol. 2, No. J, July 1968. 
For information on Australian electoral laws and 
statistics, sec C. A. Hughes and B. D. Graham 
(eds), A Handbook of Australian Government and 
Politics, 1890-1964, A.N.U. Press, Canberra, 1968; 
also TAtc Queensland State Year Book, 1967, 
pp. 38-42. Less recent (but still relevant) material 
on the Queensland situation is fotmd in Al. W. 
Poulter, "The 1959 Queensland Rcdistribulion", 
Australian Political Science .issaciation News, 
VoK'4, Nol*4, December 1959; and in A. A. Mor-
rison, "Government of Queensland", S. R. Davis 
(ed), The Govertinienf of the Australian States, 
Longmans, London, 1960; also "Electoral Reform 
in AustraUa", Current Affairs Bulletin, soon to be 
published, which brings most of this information up 
to date. More general and comparative material on 
malapportionment can be obtained in the follow-
ing: C. A. Hughes (cd), Readings in Australian Gov-
ernment, University of Qld. Press,.Brisbaac, 1968; 
W. J. Mackenzie, Free Ulcciions, AUen tt Unwin, 
London, I95S; D. E. Duller, The lUectoral System 
in Britain since 191S, Oxford, 1963; W. 11. Riker, 
Democracy in lite United States, Mttcmlllan, 
N.Y.; E. Lakeman and J. D. Lambert, roii'n^ in 
Democracies, Faber, London, 1955; and G. E. 
Baker, The Reapportionment Revolution, Random 
House, N.Y., 1966. Forsomcof thclileratureon the 
complex ways of measuring the "rottenness of the , 
boroughs", sec M. J. Daucr and R. G. Kelsay, 
"Unrepresentative Slates", Xalional .Municipal | 
Review, Voir^4, December 1955; P. T. David and 
R. Eisenberg, Evaluation of the Urban and Sub-
urban Vote, Viriginia, 1961; G. Schubert and 
C. Press, "Meosuring Malapportloimicnt", 
American Polilical Science Review, Volt* 58, June 
1964; and H. F. Kaiser, "A .Measure of the Popula-
tion Quality uf Legislative Apportionment, ibid., 
V.)K 62, March 1968. 
For Rotten Boroughs Co-ordinating Commiltee 
Ralph Summy 
Jim Prentice 
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